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Glossary
Abbreviation

Full form

ATEX

Appareils destinés à être utilisés en
ATmosphères EXplosives ("Equipment intended
for use in explosive atmospheres") regulation for
electrical equipment
Building Integrated PV
Building Operating System
Innovative Element
Dijon Metropolis
Fellow City
The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive in
the EU building legislation.
Innovative Element
International Electrotechnical Commission,
organisation that prepares and publishes
international standards for all electrical,
electronic and related technologies
Integrated Solution
Internet Of Things
Lighthouse city
Nearly Zero Energy Building. A building that has a
very high energy performance and the demand is
covered to a very significant extent by energy
from renewable sources.
Positive Energy Block of demonstration buildings
Positive Energy District
Photovoltaic (solar electricity)
Renewable energy source
Sustainable Energy Action Plan. A document that
describes the planned sustainable energy actions
in a city and is officially approved at political
level.
Sustainable Energy and Climate Action Plan. Like
SEAP, but defines also mitigation actions that
allow cutting down at least 40% of CO2
emissions by 2030.
Transformation Axis
Student Village Association (building owner)
Thermal transmittance of a building component
(e.g. wall, window)

BIPV
BOS
IE
DM
FC
EPBD
IE
IEC

IS
IoT
LHC
NZEB

PEB
PED
PV
RES
SEAP

SECAP

TA
TYS
U-value
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Executive summary
This report is part of the Horizon 2020 Smart city project RESPONSE and is an outcome of Task 1.3: Master
City planning for Positive Energy Building Systems (TA#1), which documents the demonstration and replication
plans of the Transformation Axis TA#1 “Positive Energy Building Systems” in RESPONSE. The TA#1 “Positive
Energy Building Systems” aims to reach high energy efficiency, good indoor climate and energy positivity
through new built and deep renovation activities containing increased local RES (renewable energy source)
generation on the building level, which is the first technical step to reach Positive Energy districts (PED).
The RESPONSE project has two Lighthouse cities (LHCs), one in France (City of Dijon) and one in Finland (City
of Turku). They will demonstrate Innovative Elements (IEs), which are smaller technical parts inside the
Transformation Axis TA#1. The IEs of TA#1 contribute to energy targets on the pathway to transform the
demonstration districts to Positive Energy Districts (PEDs). The results of the T1.3 master planning show that
the positive energy building blocks (PEBs) selected for the demonstration actions in “Student Village” in the
LHC of Turku and in “Fontaine d’Ouche” in the LHC of Dijon will be transformed into Positive Energy Districts,
when all IEs have been implemented. The planned renewable energy (RES) share of the demonstration will
be 118% in Turku and 120% in Dijon. The master planning for TA#1 contains altogether 5 Innovative Elements
(IEs) in Turku and 9 IEs in Dijon. In addition to that, the building owners will implement conventional
refurbishment solutions, contributing to the energy efficiency and renewable energy production in the
demonstration areas.
In scope of work carried out in T1.3, the preliminarily envisioned replication districts and potentially replicable
innovative elements have been evaluated and verified by the LHCs and Fellow Cities (FCs). The six FCs (Brussels,
Zaragoza, Botosani, Ptolemaida, Gabrovo and Severodonetsk) have further familiarised themselves with the
innovations being implemented in the demonstration areas and have shown interest in planning and studying
the feasibility of replicating several of the IEs from both Lighthouse Cities.
The verification of the preliminary replication planning of the IEs in the two Lighthouse Cities, paves way for
investigating the replicability level in detail within the nominated replication areas within the two cities.
The technical and detailed planning, and scheduling of LHCs, will build on the T1.3 master planning results for
both cities. The updated plans will be documented in WP6 T6.1, “Dijon Smart City Diagnosis and dynamic
Master Planning for TA#1-TA#3”, for Dijon and in WP7 T7.1, “Turku Smart City Diagnosis and dynamic Master
Planning for TA#1-TA#3”, for Turku. The respective deliverables containing the updated master plans are "D6.1
Updating Dijon’s City Diagnosis and Master Planning - V1" and "D7.1 Updating Turku’s City Diagnosis and
Master Planning - V1". The replication planning of the Fellow Cities will continue in WP8, “FCs Replication Plans
and 2050 Bold City Vision”.
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1. Introduction
RESPONSE aims to turn energy sustainability into a do-able vision by solving the energy trilemma (security,
equity/affordability and environmental sustainability) on building, building block and district level in smart
cities. RESPONSE builds upon intelligent integrated and interconnected energy systems, coupled with demandoriented city infrastructures, governance models and services that foster energy sustainability. To achieve this
goal, RESPONSE is built around an energy sustainability and climate change conscious perspective, to form
innovative and scalable solutions in five Transformation Axis (TA#1- TA#5). These solutions directly contribute
to 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and SDG11 and provide energy security, energy equity and
environmental sustainability. Each of the five TA axes contain several innovative elements (or technologies)
that contribute to each of the transformational axis targets, as well as the global goals of RESPONSE.

1.1 Objectives
The Transformation Axis TA#1 “Positive Energy Building Systems” in RESPONSE aims to reach high energy
efficiency and energy positivity through new built and deep renovation activities containing increased local
RES generation on building level, which is the first technical step to have a Positive Energy district.
Task 1.3, “Master City planning for Positive Energy Building Systems (TA#1)”, included in TA#1 focuses on: a)
achieving significant energy savings on building level, b) increasing the smart-readiness of buildings in line with
the new smart readiness indicator introduced by the new amended EPBD (EPBD, 2018), c) enabling the
connection and integration of buildings, d) maximizing self-consumption through building integrated RES, e)
achieving faster renovation rates. The end-goal of TA#1 is to enable the deployment of Nearly Zero Energy
Buildings (NZEB) and even positive energy buildings. As for each Transformation Axis in RESPONSE, the
technological elements to be demonstrated/replicated are grouped into two Integrated Solutions (ISs),
forming an ecosystem of innovation and implementation, as presented in Table 1.
Table 1 - TA#1 Positive Energy Building Systems - Integrated Solutions for PEB/PEDs

Integrated
Solutions (IS)

TA#1 Positive Energy Building Systems

IS 1.1

Increased RES generation on a Building Level

IS 1.2

Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/
Retrofitting

T1.3 aims to define the exact measures for demonstrating, rolling out, transferring and replicating Integrated
Solutions of TA#1, by comparing the conditions before the demonstration and performance of the PEBs/PEDs
of the two Lighthouse cities with their conditions after the envisioned demonstrations by the cities. This review
11
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will help in the successful implementation of the ISs defined for TA#1, as well as in the development of a solid
structure for facilitating IS transferability not only within the project's participating cities, but also across the
EU. This will describe the overall criteria, construction stages, technical blueprints and sketches that must be
planned for TA#1 (D1.3), which will serve as a guide and preparatory foreground for WP6, WP7 demonstration,
and WP8 replication.
Each of the Integrated Solutions contain a set of innovative elements, which delve into technical details of the
Innovative Elements. IS 1.1 is focusing on the novel high efficiency solar electricity production on building level
containing 5 different demonstration activities in the LHCs. IS 1.2 contains 10 novel demonstration activities
focusing on the increase of energy efficiency of buildings and digital solutions for a better service for
occupants. Finally, each LHC will implement also a set of traditional renovation solutions (e.g. better insulation,
replacement of radiators, repairs, LED lighting, polyurethane sealing, sensors and tracking systems, traditional
PV) to contribute to the energy efficiency of the PEB’s.

1.2 Relation to other WPs and tasks
WP1, “RESPONSE Smart City Framework on energy-transition innovations”, will design and deliver RESPONSE
Master City Plans on deployment and demonstration of the Smart City Energy Transformation Axis’s (TA#1-3).
The Lighthouse cities (LHCs) and Fellow Cities (FCs) together with the partnering companies exchanged
knowledge and experience in WP1 on best practices towards the best possible integration potential of each
RESPONSE solution before deployment, demonstration, and replication. Task 1.3 work is related to
demonstration, monitoring and replication of solutions in work packages WP6 (LHC Dijon), WP7 (LHC Turku)
and WP8 (FC cities Brussels, Zaragoza, Botosani, Ptolemaida, Gabrovo and Severodonetsk). The results of WP1
Task 1.3 will feed in WP6 and WP7 for the demonstration activities and WP8 for replication activities in the
FCs in relation to the Positive Energy Building Systems.
Information from Task 1.3 will also be utilized in WP2 Smart Cities Performance Monitoring Framework and
Governance which will define, plan, conduct and coordinate project monitoring activities for TA#1. Similarly,
WP4 activities include open innovation competitions such as ideathons and hackathons launched in the LHCs
during which start-ups, businesses, and students can build impactful, creative products and services in
response to challenges identified by the cities in relation to TA#1.

1.3 The structure of this document
The structure of this deliverable D1.3 is the same as other corresponding Transformational Axis TA#2, and
TA#3 deliverables, namely D1.4 and D1.5 respectively, which are also due in M12. D1.3 contains 6 main
sections and 6 appendices:

12
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Section 1 - Introduction;



Section 2 - Methodology: Describing the approach used;



Section 3 and 4 - Description of the PEB’s and PED’s in the LHCs Dijon and Turku and a
summary concerning the demonstration, and replication of RESPONSE activities, focusing
on the varying technological solutions that will be demonstrated and replicated by the
LHCs;



Section 5 - Description of the planned replication activities in the Fellow Cities Brussels,
Zaragoza, Botosani, Ptolemaida, Gabrovo and Severodonetsk;



Section 6 - Conclusions: An overview of the main conclusions derived from the RESPONSE
solutions;



Appendices: At the end of the deliverable, 6 appendices provide data concerning the
demonstration of the Integrated Solutions of IS1.1 and 1.2 with detailed information about
various aspects of each of the ISs in LHCs.

13
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Chapter 2
The master planning methodology
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Chapter 2 – The master planning methodology
2. Methodology
2.1 Approach to the definition of Master City planning
The development of each LHC city's master plan (along with the initial replication plans of FCs) necessitates
close cooperation among local partners, involving all relevant stakeholders: energy utilities, industrial and
research technical partners, policy making bodies, citizens, and representative citizen groups.
In this regard, high- and low-level input from key players (such as technology providers and/or implementers),
information related to the current status and expected actions as well as information regarding regulatory
concerns should be collected in an organized manner. In D1.1 and D1.2 valuable input towards the
requirements, needs and legislative framework has been consolidated. In this deliverable (D1.3) the work
continued with more technical perspective and it was deemed necessary to gather the technical information
in an organized way. The whole process is identical for Tasks 1.4 to 1.5 and is schematically presented in Figure
1.

Figure 1 - The methodology loop for collecting the required information from local partners in LHC cities.

RESPONSE's management structure was used to gather the requisite details from both Lighthouse and Fellow
Cities. To that end, under the umbrella of WP1 the Task leader of each respective Task (T1.3-1.5) requested
information from the LHC/FC managers. The managers worked with the respective Transition Axis (TA) and
Integrated Solution Leaders (IS) for the two LHC to gather the requisite information for the different Innovative

15
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Elements that will be introduced under the relevant TA-IS. The information was then checked and consolidated
in the deliverable by the respective Task Leader. An initial draft of the LHC data was then compiled and
presented to the FC managers, who were then asked for a similar collection of data concerning their replication
plans. The process was repeated several times before the deliverable was completed for the presented
information to meet the quality requirements established by RESPONSE.

2.2 Data collection methodology
Since the Task's time frame mandated the timely completion of the Master Plans by M12, the methodological
approach outlined in the previous section was used from the start of the project. To that end, a series of
questionnaires requesting detailed feedback from the LHC and FCs for each IE, under each IS, of each TA1-3,
were developed.
The questionnaires were deliberated with the LHC and FC managers, and after some revising the final forms
were completed.
Focusing on the Lighthouse cities, two groups of Questionnaires were created:
The first one describes PED/PEB, their current status, and an overview of IS’s relevant for each Lighthouse city.
The following questions were asked:


What is the detailed description and current status of the demonstration areas?



What are the technological elements already in place?



What are the problems, motivation, restrictions, and barriers related to each Integrated
Solution (IS) for the demonstration areas?

The second questionnaire focuses on each IE, with the following questions:


What are the general problematic and challenges that this IE wants to address?



How the IE provides innovation and solves the challenges? What is its technical description?



Was the IE pre-piloted and where? What are the lessons learnt from the pre-pilot?



How the IE relates to RESPONSE’s specific demonstration areas (PEB/PED)?



What are the technical specifications, dimensions, implementation area etc. of the IE to be
demonstrated?



Will the IE be replicated and where exactly? What would be the benefits for the local
replication ecosystem? What are the potential barriers?

A second set of questions, referring to replication activities, was shared with the FC managers as well to
retrieve their respective up-to-date master vision. Figure 2 presents a timeline for the activities of T1.3 – 1.5
from M1 to M12 (deliverable is ready for submission). Table 2 summarizes the iteration cycles of data
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collection, per LHC/FC. The respective Task Leader collected feedback from each local partner in charge of
each Innovative Element at the end of each iteration cycle and reviewed it for accuracy as well as any missing
data. Any comments received were then forwarded to the LHC manager for consideration and refinement.
This facilitated the review process by allowing for a quick and easy understanding of the status of the gathered
information for the various aspects of the master plan (pre-pilot, demonstration, and replication).
The entire process was supported by both monthly WP meetings and task-related meetings with the LHC
managers and coordinating TA and IS leaders to clarify the process and the status of the questionnaires. All
information requested trough the questionnaires was provided through both the EIFER repository, a dedicated
TEAMS repository as well as by email to the relevant Task leader.

Figure 2 - Timeline for WP1 - T1.3-1.5 activities
Table 2 - The iteration cycles of data collection for LHC/FCs – iteration numbers and dates of received/requested data

Iteration #

Dijon LHC

Turku LHC

Fellow cities

1
2
3
4

March 2021
June 2021
August 2021
September 2021

March 2021
June 2021
August 2021
September 2021

March 2021
August 2021
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Chapter 3
Turku Lighthouse City
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Chapter 3 – Turku Lighthouse City demonstration and replication plans
3. Turku
Turku will become 800 years old in 2029 – a date chosen as an objective for reaching carbon neutrality 2029
(Turku City Council, 2018). According to Future of Today Institute’s report of 2019 (Future Today Institute,
2019), Turku was ranked as the 7th smartest city in the world. The city aims at being resource-wise by 2040,
which means zero-emissions, no waste and sustainable use of natural resources. The operating commitments
are based on shared values of responsibility and tolerance, regeneration, and cooperation, as well as being
resident oriented.
Turku strives to prevent geographical segregation and social exclusion, diversify its economic structure, and
improve the employment situation, make broadly available digital services, provide convenient and
sustainable transport solutions as well as urban culture. With over 190,000 residents and estimated
population growth of 20,000 new inhabitants by 2040, Turku is the 6th largest city and the 3rd largest urban
area in Finland. The city has 2 universities and 4 higher education institutions with over 40,000 students.
On June 11th, 2018 Turku approved its sustainable energy and climate action plan 2029 (Turku City Council,
2018), which includes climate change mitigation and adaptation plans. The city's strategic vision is a carbonneutral city area by 2029. This objective is one of the most ambitious in the world, and Turku is well on its way
towards achieving it. To meet its goal, Turku strives to reduce greenhouse gases by 80 % compared to the
1990 level, by 2029. This target will be reached through milestones that are set for each council term:


by 2021, reducing emissions by 50% compared to the 1990 level;



by 2025, reducing emissions by at least 65-70%;



and finally, by 2029 at the latest, reaching carbon neutrality and entirely compensating for
any remaining emissions left.

The heat, cold, steam, and electricity used in the Turku area will be produced in a carbon-neutral manner at
the latest by 2029 (considering compensations). The use of coal for energy will be phased out by 2023. The
RESPONSE partner Turku Energia – the municipal energy utility company owned by the City of Turku - covered
80% of its district heat with renewable fuels at the end of 2020. The aim is to increase the share of renewables
to 85% by the end of 2023.
The total building stock in the City of Turku is 16.5 million floor-m2 of which 61% are residential and 39% are
tertiary buildings. The residential, municipal and tertiary building-related CO2 emissions account for 65% of
the total emissions in Turku according to the latest SECAP (Turku City Council, 2018). The climate in Turku is
heating dominated. Turku has a humid continental climate (Dfb) according to the Koppen-Geiger classification,
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with an average annual temperature of 5° C and a global horizontal radiation of 934 kWh/m²/year. The annual
heating degree days are 4,021 °Cdays/year. Turku tackles the cold climate through building energy efficiency,
digitalisation and building integrated renewables, which are the key elements of the Transformation Axis TA#1
and its Integrated Solutions 1.1-1.2. TA1# is focusing on:


achieving significant energy savings on a building level;



increasing the smart readiness of buildings in line with the new smart readiness indicator
introduced by the new EPBD;



enabling the connection and integration of buildings;



maximizing self-consumption through building integrated RES;



achieving faster renovation rates.

In the following section, a description of the PED and PEB of Turku are provided along with information on
their current status, challenges, and opportunities for innovation.

3.1 PEDs description, Turku
One PED is selected in Turku containing the planned demonstration area. The Student Village PED is located
in the north-eastern part of Turku, embraced by the meander of Aura-river in the west and north, bordering
with the Nummi district in the southeast and the University of Turku campus in the southwest (Figure 3). It
consists of housing for students and families provided by the Turku Student Village Foundation (TYS), but also
includes residential buildings and private detached houses. There is a shop in the area, a spa-hotel, several
day-care centres and schools, a cemetery, and a Lutheran church. The area offers good opportunities for both
outdoor and indoor sports, as there are hiking trails and facilities for activities such as swimming, tennis,
volleyball, and basketball.
The area is well connected within the public transport system with both buses (lines 50, 51, 54, 55, 220, night
line 36) and city bike sharing system (two stations are within the PED). In fact, the first bike-sharing station at
the Ikituuri building is the most actively used one among the 41 currently existing in the city. Tenants of TYS
have the possibility to rent out an electric car, a hybrid, and a van in the Student Village – this service is
provided by the operators 24rent and Omago. There are also 3 electric vehicle charging stations – one nearby
the city-bikes station, and two on the parking in front of the spa-hotel.
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Figure 3 - PED location (red borders) and PEB demonstration buildings (blue circles) on the greater map of Turku.

The RESPONSE demonstration area of LHC Turku consists of 13 buildings of varying ages and has a net floor
area of 40,543 m2 (Figure 4). It includes residential apartment and mixed use buildings constructed in 1971
(cluster B4), 2004-2007 (cluster B5), 2011 (Ikituuri, B2), 2019 (Aitiopaikka, B1) and 2021 (Tyyssija, B3).
Cumulatively, they are inhabited by 1,024 occupants, which will be increased by another 250 upon Tyyssija’s
completion.

Figure 4 - The demonstration buildings (PEB) for Turku LHC altogether 13 buildings and 40,543 m²
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The joint goal of this higher education institutions of Turku is to become Finland's best student city.
Consequently, one fifth of the growing number of residents in Turku consists of students, and TYS offers
housing for 25% of them. At the same time, there is a shortage of student accommodation in the city, and
given the growing number of citizens, including students, the situation leads to increased demand for
affordable and sustainable dwelling. While developing new buildings as a forerunner of environmentally
friendly construction, TYS also renovates and maintains older premises to increase their attractiveness and
sustainability.
The replication activities in the Turku LHC are planned to be in the districts of Science Park and Runosmäki
(red circles in Figure 5). The replication plans are presented in the chapter 3.3. The novel two-way district
heating solutions have been pre-piloted in the Skanssi district by partner Turku Energia and will be further
developed in the Student Village demonstration.

Figure 5 - The PED/PEB demonstration areas, the replication, and a pre-pilot area for Turku LHC

The living stock details are available only for the existing and inhabited buildings, therefore Tyyssija, which is
currently under construction, is excluded from the statistics provided below. The total number of residents in
February of 2021 was 1024. Nationality-wise, 919 (or 90%) of the residents declared to be Finnish, 84 (or 8%)
- of other nationality, and for 21 residents (or 2%) the nationality is unknown.
The age division of residents is presented in Figure 6. The majority (95%) of the residents belongs to the age
group between 18 and 40 years.
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The residents by age group in the Turku
demonstration buildings
2%

1%

2%

under 18 years
18–25 years
26–40 years
over 40 years

42 %

unknown
53 %

Figure 6 - The age groups of the Turku PEB residents

The rent level of the Student Village Foundation's (TYS) student and youth housing in PEB buildings is
14.44€/person-m²/month (including electricity and water charges and the data network). It is slightly higher
than TYS’ average rent if calculated including all other locations of the housing company, which in 2019 was
12.60€/person-m²/month. The most expensive rent is in Aitiopaikka - 16.86€, followed by Ikituuri – 15€, B4
block – 14.59€ and lastly B5 block – 13.65€/person-m²/month. The occupancy level of PED buildings, as of
February 2021, was on average 97.83%. The highest occupancy level occurs in Aitiopaikka – 99.97% and Ikituuri
– 99.7%; slightly lower level has B5 cluster – 98.34%; and the lowest occurs in B4 cluster – 91.79%.
The baseline for the energy demand and generation of the PED as well as the situation after the
implementation of RESPONSE innovative elements is presented in Table 3. The total RES share of the PED will
be 118% when all IEs will be implemented. The largest contribution to the RES production comes from the
upcycling heat pump in the Tyyssija building.
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Table 3 - Energy demand and RES production details in the Turku LHC demonstration

Baseline (MWh/year)

RESPONSE

IEs

implemented
(MWh/year)
Energy demand

Space heating, cooling, 2,607

1,170

and air conditioning
Hot water

1,419

972

Lighting

243

243

Appliances

(including 2,016

2,820

Total demand

6,286

5,207

Photovoltaic

175

562

heat pumps)

RES production

Upcycling heat pump,

3,127

heating
Upcycling heat pump,

2,099

cooling
Geothermal

337

337

Total production

512

6,169

The Student Village area has a local medium temperature (75-65 °C) District Heat (DH) network. Partner TYS
manages this DH network and the local electricity grid in the campus area, which makes transferring excess
heat and electricity inside the district simpler than anywhere else in the city. TYS also started interconnecting
buildings and transferring excess heat and electricity between them. That work requires sensing and smart
solutions to be expanded to the block and district level.
Residential building “Aitiopaikka” B1 has an existing solar park of 516 panels on its roof generating about 175
MWh/year. The building also enables heat recovery in each apartment – a geothermal heat-collecting field is
located under Aitiopaikka, which energy is used to heat Ikituuri. The ongoing construction project “Tyyssija”
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(Figure 7), to be completed in 2021, will include an innovative energy upcycling heat pump using the city
district cooling network of Turku as a heat source.
Residential building “Ikituuri” B2 has an existing hybrid system that uses both district heating and geothermal
energy. Twenty geothermal wells with a depth of about 220 m have been built in 2010 below the parking area.
The generated energy is around 337 MWh/year.
Cluster B4 (Figure 8) is composed of 4 separate buildings altogether 3,821 m² in the same block. These
buildings will be the main platform for IS 1.2 innovative elements (highly efficient windows, and ventilation
heat recovery; and human thermal sensation control) to be demonstrated in Turku LHC.

Figure 7 - Tyyssija (B3) building construction site in April 2021, photo by Sini Lamoureux

Figure 8 - Cluster B4 renovation block in Turku LHC and a typical facade view. Screenshot from 3D Turku (left) and
photo by Sini Lamoureux (right).
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The roofs of six buildings belonging to Cluster B5, altogether 12,076 floor-m², will be covered with traditional
PV to contribute to the increased RES generation in the PED (Figure 9).

Figure 9 - The six buildings of Cluster B5. Screenshot from 3D Turku.

The buildings in the PED, built in 1970’s and 2000’s, have traditional radiator heating with direct connection
to the local DH (no heat exchanger). The domestic hot water (58 °C) is heated using the heat exchanger
connected to the local DH in each building. The radiator supply water heating is controlled by centralised
shunts in the building and indoor temperature is regulated with thermostatic valves in each room of the
apartments.
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3.2 Description of Integrated Solutions (ISs), Turku
In Table 4, key information regarding the buildings included in the PEB and most important planned
interventions related to TA#1 are presented. Following chapters 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 open up the summary of the
technical description of the IEs and Appendix A and B will present more technical details and plans.
Table 4 - Information on TA#1 Innovative Elements in the Turku LHC
IS

IE (Building used)

Visualization

Innovation

Challenges

The innovation in IE is combining embedded

1.1

IE 1.1.5 – DC coupled

electronics in a bifacial PV module mounted

A specific need that is being addressed

smart bifacial PV system

on racking that is optimized for the albedo

is the need to produce DC power for

with optimized racking

of the white roof surface. This system is

the use of the LVDC micro grid. A

system for maximum

then connected to the LVDC micro grid

specific challenge the IE is solving is the

bifacial yield (B3,

through DC-DC string optimizers which

optimization of photovoltaic energy

Tyyssija)

allows the PV strings to act as their own

yield gained from the rooftop.

units inside the DC grid.
Top class energy efficiency of the windows:

The extreme energy efficiency can lead

IE 1.2.7 – Nano coating

74% better compared to the existing ones

to a frosting of the outer pane of

4-glazing panels

by using modern nano coatings on

glazing due to the small heat losses

windows (Cluster B4)

windowpanes, providing thermal insulation

through the window in a Nordic

with a U-value of 0.55 W/m2K.

climate.

IE 1.2.8 – Novel highperformance ventilation
system with high eff.
heat recovery (Cluster
B4)

The innovation is based on the use of an
inverter-controlled heat pump equipped
with DHW-supercharger, and with
exceptional recovery > 100%- and
preheating efficiency combined with lowpressure drop. SCOP-target is up to 5.

1.2

The size of the available technical
facilities is a typical problem in addition
to investment costs and the need for
higher efficiency, when the energy
price level in Finland is relatively low.

Traditionally the indoor temperature
IE 1.2.9 – Novel human
thermal sensation
control (Cluster B4)

Model based optimal thermal comfort for

has been the only indicator for indoor

occupants according to the personalized

thermal comfort resulting to an

preferences of the resident to better fit for

averaged control so that some people

an individual.

feel cold, some are satisfied, and some
people feel hot.

Energy harvesting from the temperature
IE 1.2.10 – Self-sufficient
IoT thermostats (Cluster
B4)

difference of the supply water of the
radiator and indoor air to make the IE 1.2.9
more robust and maintenance-free. No
need for battery changes during the
operation.

Most of the commercial smart
thermostats, which support wireless
data communication are typically
battery powered which means regular
need for changing batteries.
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3.2.1 IS 1.1 Increased RES generation on a Building Level
The integrated solution “IS 1.1 Increased RES generation on a Building Level” is a main contributor to the RES
generation in Turku LHC demonstration. The technical details of each IE in IS 1.1 are presented in Appendix A.
The overall RES production (Table 5) in the Turku LHC demonstration area will be increased from the baseline
512 MWh/year to 6,126 MWh/year. The innovative element of the upcycling heat pump has a contribution of
85% of the total. 15% RES production is produced by the traditional PV, innovative bifacial PV and traditional
geothermal technologies. The upcycling heat pump is also a district level solution so the detailed description
of the innovative element “IE 2.2.4 Upcycling of the near-by city district cooling energy flows with high COP
(>5) heat pumps (B3)” is in the Master Plan of the TA#2: “D1.4: Master City Plans for TA#2 Local Energy Supply
– Low Carbon & High Share of Renewables”.
“IE 1.1.5 DC coupled smart bifacial PV system with optimized racking system for maximum bifacial yield” will
be installed on TYYSSIJA building (B3). The bifacial PV plant will be linked to the low voltage DC micro grid
within the PEB. The PV system will be integrated with sensors for data collection and embedded electronics
will enable voltage and current monitoring as well as G-force monitoring. G-sensor network will enable
continuous monitoring of system rigidity, which is beneficial in rooftop installations and will reduce the risks
related to wind load damages. An essential part of IE 1.1.5 is also the new type of open racking system, which
is optimized for maximal bifacial yield compared to conventional rooftop racking systems.
Table 5 - RES generation in the buildings in Turku LHC demonstration when all IEs have been implemented
Building

Photovoltaic
(kWp)

B1 Aitiopaikka

165

Heat
(MWh/year)

pump,

Heat

pump,

upcycling,

upcycling,

heating

cooling

(MWh/year)

(MWh/year)

Geo

thermal

(MWh/year)

175 *)

B2 Ikituuri

338 *)

B3 Tyyssija (IE 1.1.5 & IE 2.2.4)

160

150

Cluster B4

100

76 **)

Cluster B5

196

162 **)

Total

562

3,127

2,099

3,127

2,099

338

*) Existing RES production before demonstration
**) Traditional own funded RES in demonstration
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3.2.2 IS 1.2 Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/Retrofitting
The integrated solution “IS 1.2 Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/Retrofitting” is
focusing on the deep renovation of the Cluster B4 buildings in Turku LHC. The renovation contains both
innovative elements of IS 1.2 and traditional own funded renovation solutions like (1) additional insulation of
the upper floor, (2) the renovation of water-saving nozzles (taps), (3) the traditional solar panels, the sealing
of the building and (4) the installation of apartment-specific thermometers. The technical details of each IE in
IS 1.2 are presented in Appendix B. The IEs are briefly described in the following paragraphs.
The Innovative Element “IE 1.2.7 consists of installing innovative nano-coating 4-glazing panels” windows in
four retrofitted buildings. The total number of windows to be replaced is 270. The new windows provide
thermal insulation with a U-value of 0.55 W/m²K. The nano-coating 4 -glazing panes system is cost-competitive
(180 EUR/m²) when compared to triple panes windows (140 EUR/m²) for the same window size 1.4x1.4m2 and
four times more energy-efficient than the currently installed 2-glazed windowpanes from 1970s with a U-value
of 2.2 W/m²K. The nano-coating technology prevents the glass from fogging or frosting from outside. The
fogging can happen as an unwanted side effect due to its excellent thermal resistance and occurs in certain
circumstances/seasons i.e. during spring or autumn as the external glass gets colder than air and the window
has not any screening e.g. from trees, roof eaves or other buildings.
In “IE 1.2.8 novel high-performance ventilation system” that consists of highly efficient heat pump, heat
recovery- and energy recirculation system will be installed in each of the four retrofitted buildings. Heat pump
SCOP (Seasonal Coefficient of Performance) target is over 5, which means 5 kWh heat production for each
kWh of electricity consumed in the system. Ventilation system SFP target is 1.3 which is 30 % less than current
building requirements. The excellent energy efficiency and comfortable indoor air will be reached in all of 108
apartments in four retrofitted buildings.
IE 1.2.9 will provide 50 of the retrofitted apartments with 60 remote-controlled radiator thermostatic valves
for thermal sensation adjustments in the renovated buildings. The novel thermal sensation algorithm has not
been used in the residential applications. The algorithm has been researched in the health care domain and in
the offices, where the share of satisfied occupants has increased from 61% to 78% when controlling the
thermal sensation instead of the indoor temperature.
IE 1.2.10 deploys the Self-sufficient IoT thermostats which will be connected to the cloud services via a 5G
communication hub. The energy harvesting feature in the thermostats enables battery-free, maintenancefree, and wireless operation by using radiator heat to power the communication and control actions of the
device.
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IE 1.2.12 consists of conventional technology to be demonstrated in the PED to reduce the energy demand of
heating and water consumption. The technologies include roof insulation, polyurethane foam for sealing the
perimeter joints of windows and new water-saving taps with new atomizers installed in 108 apartments.
Currently baseline consumption of district heating and electricity is totalling 224 kWh/m²,year in Cluster B4,
and is expected to be 92 kWh/m²,year after implementing all innovative elements and traditional renovation
measures, resulting in 60% savings (Table 6).
Table 6 - The estimated impact of IS 1.2 demonstration in Cluster B4 buildings in Turku LHC

Specific energy demand (kWh/m²,year) of the IS 1.2 demonstration by end use in Cluster
B4 when saving measures are applied one by one compared to the Baseline (in italics) and
sum of all measures together (bold)
Baseline

Fans

and 7.3

Traditional

IE

roof

new

IE

insulation

windows

thermal

heat pump together

control

SCOP 5

7.3

7.3

1.2.7 IE 1.2.9 & Traditional

7.3

1.2.10 new taps

7.3

IE

1.2.8 Total

all

Exhaust air measures

11

11

24

22

pumps
Exhaust air
heat pump
Lighting,

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

35

35

35

35

35

63

61

189

179

163

179

181

67

30

224

214

198

215

217

119

92

appliances
Electricity
total
District
heating
Total
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3.3 Replication of Integrated Solutions and Innovative Elements, Turku
During WP1, the effort has been dedicated to verifying the potential IEs in IS1.1 and IS1.2 to be replicated. The
suitable replication districts, where the replication would be most feasible has been analysed. Many of IS1.1
and IS1.2 innovative elements are seen interesting and with potential to replicate within the light house city
of Turku.
As the implementations in the PED district proceed and data from the performance of the innovative elements
begin to be acquired, the planning of the replication can drill into details. The planning of replication of the
innovative elements will continue in WP7. More specifically, T7.1 delivering the report D7.1 Updating Turku’s
City Diagnosis and Master Planning - V1, aims at continuous observation, analysis, updating and follow up of
the planning envisioned in WP1 Master City Plans enabling successful implementation of the ISs identified for
TA#1-3, and further, developing a suitable set of characteristics for increased IS transferability and replication.
Finally, T7.6 will develop the Replication Roadmap consolidating and evaluating experiences gained from the
demonstration phase in D7.6 Turku Smart City Replication Roadmap and Planning. Furthermore, feasibility
studies to investigate the replicability level in the nominated replication areas within Turku will be conducted
and reported in D7.7 Feasibility Analysis for Turku Replication Plan and 2050 Bold City Vision - V1.
In Turku, the following Innovative Elements from TA1 are planned to be replicated:



IE 1.1.5 DC coupled smart bifacial PV system with optimized racking system for maximum
bifacial yield;



IE 1.2.7 Nano coating 4-glazing panels windows;



IE 1.2.8 Novel high-performance ventilation system with high eff. heat recovery;



IE 1.2.9 Novel human thermal sensation control;



IE 1.2.10 Self-sufficient IoT thermostats;



IE 1.2.12 Conventional Retrofitting (incl. insulation, replacement of radiators, repairs, LED
lighting, polyurethane sealing, sensors and tracking systems etc., traditional PV) (own
funding)

3.3.1 IS-1.1: Replication Areas Description and Future Plans
Turku Science Park area can serve as a perfect replication area for IS-1.1. In this district there are a lot of offices
and school buildings which are typically equipped with air-conditioning systems to cool down indoor climate
during the summer period (Figure 10). Cooling systems represent an ideal load to achieve high selfconsumption of Solar PV energy.
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Figure 10 - Turku Science Park as a replication area IS 1.1 – photo by Ari-Pekka Joensuu (September 2020).

The significance of the further development of the Science Park area became evident during the update of its
strategy in 2018, when City of Turku nominated Science Park as one of its three spearhead initiatives
(alongside with the City Centre and the Smart & Wise Turku). The goal is to strengthen the district's
attractiveness and competitiveness as an international centre of excellence through the utilisation of
digitalisation and smart solutions, development of transport and operational integration of the area with the
city centre, implementation of a new way of spatial thinking regarding working and creation of an all-year and
24-hour urban environment.

Figure 11 - Itäharju area development vision.

The district is currently expanding from the Kupittaa district to the other side of the highway, the Itäharju area
(now mainly consisting of low individual housing buildings and brownfield sites; population 2,684 in 2016), so
that by 2050 there will be more than 20,000 new homes and more than 10,000 new jobs (Figure 11). The new
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Turku Science Park will be densified with construction of high (up to 40 stories) buildings, allowing reduced
use of private cars and energy consumption, as well as efficient services.
Masterplan 2050 foresees that the Science Park will consist of several campuses (Figure 12), thus bridging the
pilot PED (Student Village – Student Campus) with the replication PED (Business, UAS and New Campuses).
The area thus aims at becoming the best student district in Finland, providing jointly modern learning
environments, affordable and sustainable student housing and versatile exercising and sport facilities.

Figure 12 - Turku Science Park campuses according to Masterplan 2050 vision.

The global objectives of the replication in terms of benefits for the local communities, industry, and citizen
aim at:


utilizing solutions with proven performance from the PED demonstrations, the energy
transformation and decarbonisation are further facilitated;



capitalizing the experiences from the PED demonstrations to facilitate energy
transformation and decarbonisation;



increasing energy security of cities and ensure greater affordability (energy equity) for their
citizens. To further demonstrate adaptable and adaptive RES solutions to maximise energy
harvesting and self-utilization;



RESPONSE PED implementations promote the technologies and products of the involved
technology providers while providing a possibility to engage them in discussions with
replication district stakeholders.

There are already a lot of office and school buildings with a high share of local Solar PV energy production in
the Science Park district. Replicating the demonstrated and proofed technologies implemented in the PED
increases the share of renewable energy sources in the energy mix of the city. Increased RES production
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generates greenhouse gas reductions which in turn facilitates the journey towards meeting the 2029 carbon
neutrality target of the city. Increasing the renewable energy production also increases the resilience of the
city and the adaptability to climate change.
In addition, the increased amount of installed novel technologies such as bi-facial PV panels allows the
increased production of energy for self-consumption as well as the possibility to trade the excess energy
produced.

3.3.2 IS-1.2: Replication Areas Description and Future Plans
Runosmäki (Figure 13) is a district and a suburb of the city of Turku, located approximately 4 km to the north
of the city centre. It is the largest district in the city, with a population of 10,296. The district is mostly
composed of tenements (81%) built in the 1970s, (75% of all buildings in the area) – these altogether constitute
a total floor area of 249,722 m².
The services in the suburb include grocery shops, a pharmacy, several schools, a library, a health centre, sports
facilities and a retirement home. The area has spaces for young people and children’s playgrounds, as well as
a dog park for dog owners. The forest-like nature landscape of Runosmäki is also equipped with fitness tracks
and cultural fitness trails. The walking distance away is located Impivaara Sports Centre offering possibilities
to practice tennis, swimming, football and hockey. At the same time, Runosmäki is a district with the fastest
aging population in the Turku region.

Figure 13 - Runosmäki school during the participation weeks. Photo: Ilkka Numminen
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In 2016 its population was 6,977; of those, 30% are in the age above 65. Moreover, 17% of the inhabitants’
mother tongue is neither Finnish nor Swedish (state languages in Finland), making it one of the most foreignbackground populated areas in Turku. City-owned social housing company TVT Apartments offers affordable
rental homes in Runosmäki (as well as in the other potential replication districts of Pansio – Perno, Lauste and
Varissuo).

Figure 14 - Location of PED, replication districts and potential replication areas on the general map of Turku.

Also VASO, the Turku region company that owns, maintains and builds reasonably priced right-of-occupancy
homes offers housing in Runosmäki. The majority of building stock is comparable to that in the retrofitted
block of Student Village PED and thus constitutes a viable replication potential for the retrofitting innovations.
The current level of energy efficiency in the building stock of the replication district is poor. The district of
Runosmäki is mostly built in the 1970s. The old building stock has generally poor insulation and inefficient
ventilation. Increasing the energy efficiency of the building stock ensures greater affordability, i.e. energy
equity for their citizens while also increasing the energy security of the city. Increased energy efficiency of old
buildings in the district also leads to an increased value of the buildings.
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Chapter 4
Dijon Lighthouse City
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Chapter 4 – Dijon Lighthouse City demonstration and replication plans
4. Dijon
Dijon is in Eastern France in the heart of the Paris-Lyon-Strasbourg triangle and is the capital of Burgundy
Franche Comté Region. Dijon Metropolis, crowned with the label “City of Art and History”, was home of the
Dukes of Burgundy from the early 11th until late 15th century and has a vast protected area of 97 hectares
where the palace of the Dukes and States of Burgundy are located. Dijon is an attractive metropolis with
250,000 inhabitants, composed of 23 cities, the biggest of which (Dijon), counts more than 155,000
inhabitants. Famous for its typical culinary specialities (i.e. mustard, blackcurrant cream), Dijon has always
been a wine-growing town whereas the vineyards of Burgundy, existing for more than 2000 years, are included
in the World Heritage List of UNESCO. Dijon Metropolis (DM) is highly committed to achieving the necessary
energy transition. In 2017, the total renewable energy produced within DM increased by 83% since 2010
reaching 380 GWh/year. The city of Dijon was one of the first public authorities to join the Covenant of Mayors.
The DM’s Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) was adopted in 2011 and applies to 23 municipalities. In 2018,
Dijon signed the new Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy initiative and has been preparing its SECAP
since, according to which a short-term goal of reducing GHG emissions by 40% until 2030, and a long-term
goal of being carbon neutral by 2050, has been set. In September 2019 (Dijon Metropolis City Council, 2019),
Dijon voted new local climate and energy objectives including reduction of GHG emissions by 95%; improving
energy efficiency by 59% and increasing the share of renewables by 69% compared to 2010 levels. Eventually,
31,000 tCO2eq of the remaining emissions will be compensated with local carbon sequestration, leading to
carbon neutrality.
Dijon has an Oceanic Climate (Cfb) according to the Koppen-Geiger classification, with significant rainfall
throughout the year (average annual rainfall of 768 mm). The average annual temperature is about 10.5°C and
the average global horizontal radiation is 1,175 kWh/m²/year. Summers are mildly hot with an average
summer temperature of 19.3°C, sometimes reaching more than 40°C. July is the hottest month of the year
and January is the coldest. Winter average temperature is 1.4°C and the annual heating degree days are 2,675
°Cdays/year.
Dijon has already invested more than 1 billion € over the past 15 years, to foster the sustainable development
of the territory and so far, many climate-related projects have been realized, including tramways, hybrid
buses, electric shuttles, pedestrian ways, cycling lanes, solar power plants, district heating network, thermal
renovations, sustainable districts etc
Dijon Metropolis has a residential building stock of around 10 million floor-m², whereas the majority of them
(50%) was built between 1949 - 1981 and 20% before 1949, including an important number of historically
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protected buildings. Approximately 2/3 of housings are in apartment buildings, typically of a 70m² surface.
Energy consumption (Figure 15) in the residential sector accounted for 2,200 GWh/year (2016), with heating
being the major energy need (70%). The energy consumption in residential buildings is distributed among gas
(51%), electricity (29%), heating network (12%), renewable energy (4%) and oil (4%). The average final energy
consumption is 230 kWh/m²,year. The share of big energy consumers is 33%, among them 97% of buildings
constructed before 1975. The majority of the building stock (>90%) will need to be renovated to reach 2050
objectives in Dijon.
The tertiary building stock is around 7 million floor-m², where public buildings account for 39% of the area. In
2016, the total energy consumption was 1,040 GWh/year (Figure 15). The key sectors in terms of energy
consumption are offices (22%), shops (19%), schools and universities (16%) and transportation facilities (12%).
In terms of sources, 52% of the energy consumption is in the form of electricity, 35% gas, 8% heating network
and 5% oil. The first positive energy tertiary tower, the Elithis tower, was built in 2009 in the centre of the city.
With a surface of 5,000m², the tower consumes 50 kWh/m²,year, while a wood boiler covers the heating needs
and electricity is covered by 560 m² solar panels placed on the rooftop. Since 2010, 10 eco-districts have been
built on military and hospital wasteland, financed by public housing companies or private investors and up to
20% by the Dijon Metropolis.

The end use fuels 2,200 GWh/a in the
residential building stock in Dijon
4%

The end use fuels 1,040 GWh/a in the
tertiary building stock in Dijon

4%

5%
Gas

8%

Gas

12 %
Electricity

35 %

Electricity
District heating

District heating
51 %
29 %

Oil
Renewable
energy
Oil
52 %

Figure 15 - The energy consumption of buildings by end use fuel in LHC Dijon

Investing 29.4 €M in 2011, Dijon Metropolis constructed a solar power plant on the rooftops of the tramway
maintenance centre with 6,200 PV modules, including a geothermic system to heat and refresh the
administration building and heat pumps on wastewater to heat the maintenance centre for busses and
tramways, a first of its kind investment in France. The project was supported by the Interreg IV B programme.
The annual production of the solar panels reaches 1,300MWh/y enabling a reduction of 120 t-eqCO2, while
wastewater covers 50% of heating needs and 100% of cooling needs, enabling a 40% GHG emissions reduction.
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In 2013, the first district heating network based on 70% renewable energy was built (20% from an energy
recovery unit and 50% from wood boilers), leading the way to address dependency on fossil fuels. A new
objective is to develop a cooling network from the urban heating network and a first experimentation will take
place in Dijon Hospital. A total of 132,000 t/year of waste are collected by the incinerator that feeds the district
heating network and produces electricity (close to 11 GWh/year). The city is currently working on a new
project to use this electricity in order to produce hydrogen through electrolysis to fuel garbage trucks and
buses. To that end, 120,000 t/year of sludge, grease, green waste and bio-methane waste will provide
renewable gas for over 1,500 homes in the Dijon metropolitan area from 2023.
Dijon Metropolis assists low-income co-owners to renovate their houses, financing relevant studies and a part
of the renovation itself. Also, the public housing companies are able to get financial support from Dijon
Metropolis to renovate or build new positive energy buildings. Dijon is collaborating with Habellis, a public
housing company to build positive energy buildings with no GHG emissions, including also hybrid solar panels
and by creating a solar heat storage of 5 geothermal boreholes in the ground (200 meters deep) for interseasonal storage even during winter.
The district heating network (currently 104 km), the 4th largest in France, serves 5 cities and 40,000 equivalent
housings and by 2023, it is expected to reach 120 kilometres and serve 50,000 equivalent housing units. At
the same time, it has led to an average decrease of 15% of the energy bills of the citizens, but also of the bills
of all connected public or private buildings. For example, the University Hospital of Dijon has seen its bills drop
by 600,000€ per year.
Dijon Metropolis is actively fighting climate change and adapting its territory to the upcoming changes. The
latest SEAP monitoring report available in 2016 (Covenant of Mayors, 2021), the total energy consumption
was 5,632 GWh (3% lower compared to 2010), while the total greenhouse gas emissions amounted to 968,539
t-eqCO2 (11% lower compared to 2010).
Dijon LHC is focusing on building energy efficiency, digitalisation and building integrated renewables in the
Transformation Axis TA#1 and its Integrated Solutions 1.1-1.2. The TA1# is focusing on:


achieving significant energy savings on a building level;



increasing the smart-readiness of buildings in line with the new smart readiness indicator
introduced by the new EPBD;



enabling the connection and integration of buildings;



maximizing self-consumption through building integrated RES;



achieving faster renovation rates.

In the following section, a description of the PED and two PEBs of Dijon are provided along with information
on their current-status, challenges, and opportunities for innovation.
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4.1 PEDs description, Dijon
Two demonstration areas, PEB1 and PEB2 (Figure 16 and Figure 17) are selected in the district of “Fontaine
d’Ouche”. The PED “Fontaine d’Ouche” (Figure 18) is a district of Dijon located in the southwest area of the
city and is a priority district of Dijon. The total number of inhabitants is 18,620, of which 40% are under 25
years old, 43% are between 26 and 59 years old, and 17% are over 60 years old. The average age of the
population is 40 years and the average household size is 2.4 persons. In 2012, 37.5% of the households were
living below the poverty line, compared to 13% in the Dijon metropolitan area. The unemployment rate in the
PED is 14% of which the youth unemployment rate is 32% in the age group of 15-24. The average income level
is 24,500€/year.

Figure 16 - The PED “Fontaine d’Ouche” district and the location of two demonstration areas in LHC Dijon

Figure 17 - The demonstration building blocks (PEB1 left and PEB2 right) in the “Fontaine d’Ouche” district, the total
floor area of PEBs is 34,239 floor-m²
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Figure 18 – Dijon Fontaine d’Ouche PED panoramic view

PEB1 represents a wide variety of uses and has a net floor area of 17,316 m2, including a sport centre, two
residential apartment buildings (social housing) consisting of 83 and 56 dwellings respectively, a kindergarten
and a primary school and two car parks serving the needs of the citizens. The total yearly consumption of all
buildings in PEB1 is 1,850 MWh. The total energy (local RES) produced by the PEB1 will be 2,291 MWh per
year, of which 1,104 MWh/year is coming from solar energy and the rest is attributed to biomass (from a
nearby plant), waste heating recovery and biogas (through Green Certificate Contracts).
The second selected PEB (PEB2) has a net floor area of 16,923 m2, including three residential apartment
buildings (social housing) consisting of 40, 62 and 44 dwellings respectively, two kindergartens, two primary
schools and a recreation centre (within Anjou School), two car parks and a bleacher from a soccer field. The
total yearly consumption of all the buildings in PEB2 is 1,805 MWh. The total energy (local RES) produced will
be 2,103 MWh per year, of which 899 MWh/year is coming from solar energy and the rest is attributed to
biomass (from nearby plant), waste heating recovery and biogas.
The key objective in both PEBs is to associate all buildings with a unique collective self-consumption
experimentation, to show that the PEBs can feed the other buildings with their own production. To regulate
the energy flow, storage solutions and Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) -charging stations will be implemented, and their
management system upgraded gradually with a slow optimization (Super EMS).
The baseline for energy demand and generation of the PEBs as well as the situation after the implementation
of RESPONSE innovative elements is presented in Table 7. The total RES share of the demonstration will be
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120% in total, when all IE’s have been implemented. The largest contribution to the RES production comes
from the solar PV technology in both PEBs.
Table 7 - Energy demand and RES production details in the Dijon LHC demonstration (PEB1+PEB2)

Baseline (MWh/year)

RESPONSE

IEs

implemented
(MWh/year)
Energy demand

Space heating, cooling, 4,294

2,148

and air conditioning

RES production

Hot water

782

784

Lighting

146

147

Appliances

696

580

Total demand

5,918

3,659

Photovoltaic

0

2,003

Biomass

1,480

1,036

Waste heat recovery

0

1,324

Biogas

1,261

30

Total production

2,741

4,393
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Figure 19 - The Dijon LHC approach: indicative solutions tested in pre-proposal pilots all around the world are
integrated and jointly demonstrated in the lighthouse demonstrations areas (PEB1-2), to be replicated in the region
of Dijon
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4.2 Description of Integrated Solutions (ISs), Dijon
In Table 8, key information regarding the buildings included in the PEB and most important planned
interventions related to TA#1 are presented. Following chapters 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 make a short summary of
technical description of the IEs and Appendix C and D will present more technical details and plans.
Table 8 - Information on TA#1 Innovative Elements in the Dijon LHC
IS

IE (Building used)

Visualization

Innovation

Challenges
Current lack of integration

The innovation of the Click&Go solution is

flexibility and colour variations

based on a new easier, faster way to install

of PV systems. The size of the

1.1.1 – Click&Go façade

and cheaper mechanical connection to the

module needs to be variable and

system coupled with

supporting rails of the PV integration that

flexible to suit the architect

coloured vertical PVs

suits for the renovations. The PV panel

façade pattern. Especially in

(PEB1_B4)

supplier Onyx demonstrates flexible sizes

renovation the existing façade

and additional range of colours to better

induces strong planning

suit architect's demands.

limitation and prevent the use of
standard size PV panels.

The innovation is the superstructure (2

1.1.2 – Pergola with
bifacial PVs with albedo
boost (PEB1_B1,
PEB1_B3, PEB2_B1,
1.1

PEB2_B2)

1.1.3 – BIPV
Balustrades (PEB1_B4,
PEB2_B3)

The roofs of the buildings are

meters of height) that will allow the

cluttered with HVAC piping,

technicians to access the pergolas and to

which significantly reduces the

the HVAC pipes; in addition to this, the

available installation area for the

bifacial modules are more gainful than

photovoltaic, therefore the PV’s

classic modules, in our case there will be

will be installed on an

used a reflective material made on the

overhanging superstructure,

supporting structure to allow the rear side

allowing access to the

of the panels to improve the power 10%

equipment, by designing a

(for white resin) and 5% (for white marble).

“photovoltaic pergola”.

Bifacial photovoltaic balustrades for
balconies and rooftops to increase the
available installation area for the solar
electricity generations

The buildings are high-rise
residential buildings, so
achieving the significant solar
RES production is difficult with a
limited roof area.

The panels will be set on a specifically
designed structure, which enhances the

The challenge is to produce

IE 1.1.4 – Urban

effective panel surface. In particular, the

enough electricity for positive

canopies protruding

panels will be located above the roof level,

energy district on a limited roof

from roofs (PEB1_B1,

in order to avoid the HVAC systems, and

surface, with even more limited

PEB2_B4, PEB2_B5)

the panels will protrude from roof surface,

usable surface (existing services

which theoretically enables to have more

located on these roofs).

PV surface than the actual roof surface.
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The challenges Wittym BOS is
1.2.1 – Ready2Services
(R2S) Digital
architecture & 1.2.2
Building Operating
System (BOS)
(PEB2_B1, PEB2_B2,
PEB2_B3)

A building operating system (BOS). It

addressing are visualization of

combines geometric and semantic

real-time data in an accurate

description of building elements from a

twin model of a building and

BIM platform and real-time data coming

accessing knowledge

from the internet of things (IoT) to create

information and tools, to solve

knowledge, and to support building

occupants' common issues such

occupants, and workers during the entire

as energy efficiency, failure

life cycle of the building.

detection, health care, and
building maintenance.

1.2.3 – Artificial
Intelligence (AI)
enabled dynamic
management of energy
(ECO-TOUCH tool)
(PEB2_B1, PEB2_B2,
PEB2_B3)

The innovation of this technology is in its
artificial intelligence learning algorithm to
predict heating load in the building using
variables such as temperature and periods
of presence, absence or sleep in the
dwelling.

The innovation is based on the home
1.2

Predicting of the heat load and
opportunities for the peak
shaving is difficult if the
occupant behaviour is not taken
into account, which is commonly
lacking in the traditional heating
control.

Social housing residents do not

IE 1.2.4 – Predictive

thermostats with AI enabled predictive

have access to energy or cost

home thermostats

energy cost estimation and on a simple

monitoring; nor possibility of the

(PEB1_B3, PEB1_B4)

user interface capabilities for user friendly

modification of the heating set

access to heating control.

point.

Smart On demand ventilation control and
IE 1.2.5 – Indoor air

measurements for energy efficiency based

quality management

on a multi sensor probe. The energy and

system using smart

ventilation control is based on physiological

probes (PEB2_B4,

impacts and especially on cognitivity and

PEB2_B5, PEB1_P1)

health objectives to enable good learning
environment in a school.

IE 1.2.6 – Intelligent
energy management
system (PANGA tool)
(PEB2_B4, PEB2_B5,
PEB1_P1)

To optimize the indoor air
quality without decreasing the
building energy efficiency. The
multi sensor indoor environment
measurements (temperature,
RH, noise, CO2, pressure,
odours..) are traditionally
missing in schools.

The main objective will be to develop a BOS

How to safely collect and host

(Buildings Operating System), i.e. an

the data and services needed for

operating system for buildings and districts.

the optimization of the energy

The BOS federates all the data of a building

consumption, well-being and

and offers applications to users. This

indoor air quality using AI,

involves developing interfacing solutions

optimization and learning

and software modules to interface IoT

patterns in a multi sensor IoT

protocols and to secure data.

environment?
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4.2.1 IS 1.1 Increased RES generation on a Building Level
The integrated solution “IS 1.1 Increased RES generation on a Building Level” is the main contributor to the
building level RES generation in Dijon LHC demonstration. The overall RES production (Table 9) in the Dijon
LHC demonstration areas will be increased from the baseline 2,740 MWh/year to 4,390 MWh/year in PEB1
and PEB2. The total solar RES contribution is 2,000 MWh/year at the building level. The RES solutions are
shortly described in the following paragraphs. Unfortunately, the current master plan of solar PV innovations
(IE 1.1.1, IE 1.1.2 and IE1.1.3) contains a risk of high certification costs of the ONYX products. This is related to
the national regulations in France at the time of writing this report (August 2021). According to the French
legislation, the planned PV panels cannot be demonstrated without two certifications for the electrical
installations (IEC for Europe, and ATEX in France). This issue will be further explored in the WP6 “Dijon LH City
Demonstration, Monitoring and replication activities”, where the master plans are updated in Task 6.1 “Dijon
Smart City Diagnosis and dynamic Master Planning for TA#1-TA#3”.
Appendix C contains more elaborated technical details and plans of the IS 1.1 solutions in Dijon. The
demonstration area in Dijon LHC has also RES production in the district heating system, which contains
renewable sources: (1) biomass, (2) waste heat recovery and (3) biogas. These RES sources are presented in
detail in RESPONSE TA#2 Master Plan: “D1.4 Master City Plans for TA#2 Local Energy Supply – Low Carbon &
High Share of Renewables”.
“1.1.1 Click&Go façade system coupled with coloured vertical PVs” is tackling the current lack of integration
flexibility and colour variations of PV systems to increase the architectural freedom in the PV integration,
which is needed in the PEB1_B4 Ile de France R+14 building. A large range of colours will be developed by the
PV panel supplier in order to fulfil the architectural demand. In parallel, the size of each module will be fully
adapted to the configuration of the façade within a range of maximum 1 by 2 meter. The all-in-one tiles allow
vertical installation of PV panels quicker and safer than a standard PV panel integration due to the new
connection system developed to be clamped to the vertical rail without any tools.
“1.1.2 Pergola with bifacial PVs with albedo boost” is enhancing the opportunities to integrate more solar RES
into the buildings, especially in the cases where the roofs are already so occupied that traditional PV cannot
be integrated. The innovation behind is the superstructure (2 meters of height) that will allow the technicians
to have an access to the pergolas and to the HVAC pipes; in addition to this, the bifacial modules are better
than traditional modules. The supporting structures of bifacial PV modules will be coated with reflective
material to increase the reflections from the rear side of the panels. This will improve the power by 10% (for
white resin coating material) and 5% (for white marble).
“1.1.3 BIPV Balustrades” is likewise enhancing the bifacial solar integration opportunities in building. The
technology will be tested on the French demo case, on the PEB1_B4 Ile de France: 46 modules and the
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PEB2_B3 Franche Comte: 46 modules. The length of each PV panel is about 2 meter and it will cover 184 linear
meters of balconies and rooftops in a form of balustrades.
“IE 1.1.4 Urban canopies protruding from roofs” demonstrates a PV solution that forms canopy like structure
on top of the school (PEB2_B4 Buffon school, PEB2_B5 Anjou school) and sport buildings in PEB2. This
increases the available usable area for solar RES compared to traditional roof installations.
Table 9 - RES generation in the buildings in Dijon LHC demonstration when all IEs have been implemented
Building

Photovoltaic
[kWp]

Biomass
[MWh/y]

[MWh/y]

*)

Waste
recovery

heat
*)

Biogas

*)

[MWh/y]

[MWh/y]
PEB1_B1 Sport center

342

311

78

100

2

PEB1_B2 Parking netto

166

144

PEB1_B3 Ile de France R+6

150

150

203

259

6

PEB1_B4 Ile de France R+14

57

36

138

177

4

95

122

3

PEB1_B5 Colette school
PEB1_P1 Ile de France parking

160

127

PEB1_P2 Supermarket parking

350

336

PEB2_B1 Ilot Franche Comté R+4

106

70

101

128

3

PEB2_B2 Ilot Franche Comté R+7

70

70

148

189

4

PEB2_B3 Ilot Franche Comté R+11

18

12

96

123

3

PEB2_B4 Buffon school

182

182

81

103

2

PEB2_B5 Anjou school

121

121

96

123

3

PEB2_P1 Anjou parking

199

130

PEB2_P2 Ilot Franche Comté

334

250

63

64
1,036

1,324

30

parking
PEB2_P3 Step stadium
Total

2,003

*) Local district heating RES, see D1.4 for more details
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4.2.2 IS 1.2 Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/ Retrofitting
The integrated solution “IS 1.2 Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/ Retrofitting” is
focusing on the digital solutions and renovation of the buildings in Dijon LHC. The renovation activities contain
both innovative elements of IS 1.2 and traditional own funded renovation solutions. The description of the
innovative elements is presented by the two PEB’s of Dijon in the following paragraphs. Appendix D contains
more technical details and plans.
To serve the objective, IS 1.2 consists of 3 innovative elements for PEB1:
a) “The IE 1.2.4 Predictive Thermostat” system provides a user nudging interface to monitor energy
consumption and cost. The parametrization of the thermostat will be performed according to building
energy consumption profile availability, by either on-site measurements or by thermal modelling.
During RESPONSE the following actions will be demonstrated relevant to the Predictive Thermostat
system: i) develop, build and adapt Predictive Thermostat system and software for the case of
renovated building at large scale, ii) include Energy of Sanitary Hot water to further engage the user
to monitor and reduce its own consumption; iii) propose other features for wellbeing, comfort or
social urban/building network. This solution will be implemented and tested in 30 dwellings in 2
buildings;
b) “The IE 1.2.5 Indoor air quality management system” will be integrated in “IE 1.2.6 PANGA BOS+EMS”
in order to have only one system to collect data and piloting the different assets for providing the
different services: temperature for PANGA and Air Quality for NANOSENSE. The three schools will be
equipped with the PANGA intelligent energy management system in order to reduce consumption and
optimize ventilation. One (Security Concentrator Module) SCM per class (thin scale) will be deployed
to analyse and control the behaviour of each space and one SCM per building to consolidate the
energy data of the entire building.
To serve the objective, the IS 1.2 consists of 4 innovative elements for the PEB2:
a) The “IE 1.2.1 Ready2Services (R2S) digital architecture” will be demonstrated in the 3 buildings of
Grand Dijon Habitat (PEB2_B1, PEB2_B2 and PEB2_B3). The “IE 1.2.2 Building Operating System (BOS)”
developed by WITTYM will be implemented on 3 buildings (BEB2_B1, PEB2_B2 and PEB2_B3). This
BOS will analyse data at the core of the network and also locally stored data (EDGE computing) to
ensure functional resiliency and reduce the environmental impact of storage on data centres. The
BOS, as a centralized platform, will oversee and administer all the elements that make up the Smart
Network. Target services include: a) improvement of fault monitoring and tenants’ information about
the treatment of repair, b) elderly care and limitation of the risk of accident / death of isolated people,
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c) fire control and reduction of water damage risks, d) prevention of premature deterioration of
housing in case of bad ventilation, e) access control security and reduction of vandalism. For each
service deployed with a satisfaction rate of higher than 50%, an economic analysis for leveraging the
digital infrastructure will be conducted;
b) The “IE 1.2.3 Artificial Intelligence enabled dynamic management of energy” ECO TOUCH solution of
OGGA will be implemented in the three residential buildings of Grand Dijon Habitat (PEB2_B1 and
PEB2_B2). ECO TOUCH will reduce the energy consumption by at least 15%. An AI algorithm will learn
the user behaviour and optimize the consumption. The AI enabled system will drive all the
sensors/actuators and thus dynamically optimize the energy consumption of heating of the building.
During RESPONSE three use-cases will be demonstrated: i) Consumption prediction, a better
forecasting of the load for 24h time horizon. ii) Demand response (DR). With the 24h forecasting, a
model predictive control algorithm will be developed for ECO TOUCH device in order to reduce and
limit the peak consumption. iii) Consumption desegregation. An algorithm will be developed for ECO
TOUCH in order to identify the heat consumed by each dwelling without the installation of a specific
sensor in each dwelling.
c) The “IE 1.2.5 Indoor air quality management system using smart probes” of NANOSENSE will be
integrated into “IE 1.2.6 Intelligent energy management system (PANGA tool)” in order to have only
one system to collect data and piloting the different assets for providing the different services:
temperature for PANGA and Air Quality for NANOSENSE, the two schools (PEB2_B4 and PEB2_B5) of
PEB2 will be equipped with the PANGA intelligent energy management system in order to reduce the
consumption and optimize the ventilation. One (Security Concentrator Module) SCM per class (thin
scale) will be deployed to analyse and control the behaviour of each space and one SCM per building
to consolidate the energy data of the entire building. In order to improve the reach of the experiment
of this system, each building will be implemented with a slightly different strategy. The main variable
will be the level of control of the building occupant vs automated control.
IE 1.2.12 consists of conventional technology to be demonstrated in the PED to reduce the energy demand of
heating and water consumption in schools. The technologies include (1) thermal insulation of roof, walls and
floors, (2) windows and doors replacement with high efficiency systems and (3) HVAC optimization (for both
air quality and thermal regulation and heat saving).
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4.3 Replication of Integrated Solutions and Innovative Elements, Dijon
The effort within WP1 in regards of replication has been dedicated to verifying the potential IEs to be
replicated within Dijon as well as the suitable replication districts where the replication of the IEs would be
most feasible. Many of IS1.1 and IS1.2 innovative elements are seen interesting and with a potential to be
replicated within the Lighthouse city of Dijon.
The planning for the replication of the innovative elements will be carried out in WP6 for Dijon demonstration.
More specifically, T6.1 aims at continuous observation, analysis, updating and follow up of the planning
envisioned in WP1 Master City Plans enabling successful implementation of the ISs identified for TA#1-3, and
further, developing a suitable set of characteristics for increased IS transferability and replication. This task
will be reported in D6.1 “Updating Dijon’s City Diagnosis and Master Planning - V1".
Finally, T6.6 will develop the Replication Roadmap consolidating and evaluating the experiences gained from
the demonstration phase in D6.6. Furthermore, feasibility studies to investigate the replicability level in the
nominated replication areas within Dijon will be conducted and reported in D6.7.
In Dijon, the following innovative elements from TA1 are planned to be replicated:


IE 1.1.1 : Novel “Click&Go” façade system, based on a patented modular mounting system
for maximizing energy harvesting and optimizing building consumption;



IE 1.1.2 : Pergola with bifacial PVs on buildings flat roofs using high reflective rooftop
material to enhance the PV electricity generation (albedo boost);



IE 1.1.3 : BIPV balustrades based on double laminated glass with bifacial cell technology
embedded on it, for minimizing the roofs’ overload and the casted shadows over the PV
arrays;



IE 1.1.4 : Urban canopies protruding from roofs on the top of the buildings coupled with
very high-performant PV panels for maximizing local production;



IE 1.2.1 : An interoperable and shared Ready2Services (R2S) digital architecture, that allows
the convergence of all building data in compliance with the new Ready2Services (R2S) label
for connected buildings, and the establishment of a Building Operating System (BOS) that
orchestrates and coordinates all real-time data from a building and groups of buildings;



IE 1.2.3 : ECO-TOUCH tool for dynamic management of energy embedding Artificial
Intelligence (AI). AI will progressively build the real thermal model of the building and
propose monitoring scenarios without altering the freedom of occupants allowing also a
forecasting of the heating consumption for limiting the peak;



IE 1.2.4 : Home thermostats with predictive capabilities with a display interface and a
platform (Wizom Connected), which collects energy data and calculates the consumed
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energy daily based on machine learning and predictive estimations for the rest of the year
informing the user of the cost implications when changing the T° set point or modifying the
scenario of presence;


IE 1.2.5 : An indoor air quality management system through the deployment of several
smart probes including a novel remediation control, based on the combination of
physiological effects of IAQ and ambiance on human beings;



IE 1.2.6 : An intelligent energy management system (BOS+EMS) adapted to municipal
building needs, deploying a network of gateways in edge computing and incorporating a
SCM (Security Concentrator Module).

4.3.1 TA1: Replication Areas Description and Future Plans
Fontaine d’Ouche (Figure 20) is a residential district of 18,000 inhabitants who live in social housings. Thanks
to RESPONSE, parts of the district are going to be refurbished and Building Operating System (BOS) are
deployed in social housings or public buildings to manage better their energy assets.

Figure 20 - Fontaine d’Ouche District in Dijon

Dijon University Hospital district (CHU) is a very dynamic east district of Dijon built in 1960s. There are plans
to renovate buildings through an energy efficiency plan. The population is young and mostly committed to
global energetic transition, making a collective self-consumption scheme easier to develop. Moreover, with
over 7,000 persons working in this area (highest rate in Bourgogne Franche Comté County), the commuting
provides a huge potential for electromobility and V2G linked with renewable production and self-consumption
optimization.
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Figure 21 - CHU University District on Dijon Map

There are 23,431 social housings in Dijon Metropolis. Grand Dijon Habitat and Orvitis are the two main social
housing owners (39% and 20% respectively), anchored throughout the territory. In the RESPONSE project,
Social housing owners will test in Fontaine d’Ouche collective self-consumption scheme in their buildings (solar
production on roofs, BIPV balustrades, pergolas), and their tenants will consume this energy. If the business
model were reliable and viable, social housing owners would be ready to develop renovation plans for their
buildings in Dijon, including collective self-consumption. Furthermore, they will continue to develop BOS
architecture in their buildings, if tenants seem ready to accept these new energy management systems.
Dijon has already equipped public buildings with PV on roofs (only to sell back produced energy):


Beaumarchais School



Gaston Gérard Stadium



Olympic Swimming Pool

In 2025, city of Dijon must sign a new energy performance contract. Thanks to the RESPONSE demonstration
in Fontaine d’Ouche, it could design a policy to install renewable production on public buildings and sites
welcoming public (not precisely defined yet). This policy will lead to BOS architecture development in Dijon’s
public buildings.
The replication of the TA1 Innovative Elements addresses the following Key Objectives:
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Demonstrate novel solutions transforming the building stock into energy efficient,
maximizing RES harvesting (IS1.1).



Demonstrate novel solutions transforming mixed-use urban districts, with high shares of
locally produced renewable energy offering grid flexibility and stability through energy
management and storage (IS1.1)



Demonstrate novel solutions (city level) that enable the transformation/decarbonisation of
power networks (electricity) (IS1.1)



Demonstrate the transformation of Cities in delivering more efficient citizen services
boosting economic growth with ultra-modern ICT solutions and integration of City
Information Platform (IS1.2)

With an available surface area of 80,000 m², there is a huge potential for solar production on roofs or
integrated in the buildings. The main risks are related to the certifications (e.g. sanitary, fire) to develop these
solutions and deploy them. Integrating renewable production in buildings must be synchronous with a
refurbishment plan to be viable (like in Dijon for CHU University or Social Housings).
Inhabitants need to have a view on their energy consumption in order to better manage their assets and act
at their citizen range on energy transition. Building Operating System helps to better manage and assess the
energy efficiency plan decreasing the energy leaks in social buildings, which facilitates global energy savings
for the inhabitants. Heating management system could also smooth the peaks in high-demand periods, thus
limiting the use of gas in the heating network. Furthermore, it creates local communication networks and new
data mining. However, the acceptance of inhabitants (for social housings) is a key to the development of BOS
Architecture.
A high indoor air quality is required to perform and to be healthy by both the kids in schools as well as
inhabitants at home. However, acceptance is needed to deploy the innovative elements.
In terms of replicating IS 1.1, the business model is not 100% developed since it largely depends on the cost
of certifications. In addition to certification costs, the feasibility of the collective self-consumption Business
Model is defined by four parameters:


Installation of solar PV system cost;



Cost in collective self-consumption use case (Distribution Network Utilisation Tariff);



Purchase price of electricity in the network;



Insolation rate.
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Chapter 5
Replication in the Fellow Cities
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Chapter 5 – Replication plans of Fellow Cities
As part of their activities in Task 1.3, the Fellow Cities Brussels (Belgium), Zaragoza (Spain), Botosani (Romania),
Ptolemaida (Greece), Gabrovo (Bulgaria) and Severodonetsk (Ukraine) have reviewed the innovative elements
of TA#1 and identified specific IEs which the FCs will study further in terms of replication.
All six Fellow Cities have expressed interest in either replicating or studying the feasibility of replicating several
IEs from both IS 1.1 and IS 1.2, which are to be demonstrated in Lighthouse cities of Turku and Dijon.
The FCs have analysed the innovative elements of TA #1 in terms of needs and opportunities they would
provide for the local communities, industries and citizens. The benefits and barriers of replicating the
innovations have been discussed as well.
Fellow cities are interested in the upcoming lessons learned from implementing the innovation targeting
increased RES generation on building level (IS 1.1) and the implementations increasing energy efficiency and
smart-readiness in building construction and retrofitting (IS1.2).
Several potential replication buildings and areas have been identified by the Fellow Cities. These are presented
in Table 10 along with the specific replication activities of TA #1 which are either planned to be replicated or
the feasibility of replication will be studied during RESPONSE.
Chapters 5.1 - 5.6 present each Fellow City and the intended replication activities in detail. The work
conducted in T1.3 regarding the analysis of different IEs in terms of opportunities, benefits and barriers will
contribute to the definition of replication road maps for each Fellow City in WP8. The task of defining the
replication road map will be further fed with data on performance and impact of the different innovative
elements which will be measured and evaluated as the demonstrations in the Lighthouse Cities are
implemented and monitored.
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Table 10 - The planned buildings and areas of the Fellow Cities for the replication activities
IS

Innovative Element (IE)

Brussels (BE)

IS 1.1
Increased
RES
generation
on a Building
Level

IE 1.1.1 – Click&Go facade system coupled with
coloured vertical PVs

High-rise office
buildings and
south facing
façades (North
District of
Brussels)

Zaragoza (ES)

IE 1.1.2 – Pergola with bifacial PVs with albedo
boost

IE 1.1.3 – BIPV Balustrades

High-rise office
buildings and
south facing
façades (North
District of
Brussels)

Balsas de Ebro
Viejo
neighbourhood

IE 1.1.4 – Urban canopies protruding from roofs

IS 1.2 EnergyEfficient and
Smart-Ready
Building
Construction/
Retrofitting

Botasani (RO)

Blocks of flat
of Owners
Association
no. 47
Blocks of flat
of Owners
Association
no. 47

Ptolemaida (GR)

Gabrovo (BG)

Public buildings

Orlovets Sports
Hall

Residential or
Public buildings

Medical Centre
and Municipal
Administrative
building

IE 1.2.2 – Building Operating System (BOS)

IE 1.2.5 – Indoor air quality management system
using smart probes

Cultural and
Business centre

Alexandru cel
Bun” High
School

IE 1.1.5 – DC coupled smart bifacial PV system with
optimized racking system for maximum bifacial
yield
IE 1.2.1 – Ready2Services (R2S) Digital architecture

IE 1.2.3 – Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled
dynamic management of energy (ECO-TOUCH
tool)
IE 1.2.4 – Predictive home thermostats

Severodonetsk (UA)

Public buildings

Social housing,
digital solutions

Balsas de Ebro
Viejo
neighbourhood,
Knowledge
Centre (Etopia
Centre)

Alexandru cel
Bun” High
School
Blocks of flat
of Owners
Association
no. 47

Medical Centre
and Municipal
Administrative
building

Public buildings

Residential
building 73
Orlovets str.

Public buildings

Medical Centre
and Municipal
Administrative
building

Residential Complex
"Mriya"
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IE 1.2.6 – Intelligent energy management system
(PANGA tool)

IE 1.2.7 – Nano coating 4-glazing panels windows
IE 1.2.8 – Novel high-performance ventilation
system with high eff. heat recovery

IE 1.2.9 – Novel human thermal sensation control
IE 1.2.10 – Self-sufficient IoT thermostats

IE 1.2.11 – Upcycling of the near-by city district
cooling energy flows
IE 1.2.12 – Conventional Retrofitting (incl.
insulation, replacement of radiators, repairs, LED
lighting, polyurethane sealing, sensors and
tracking systems etc., traditional PV) (own
funding).

”SF.
Gheorghe"
Recovery
Hospital
Integration to a
planned
retrofitting
project

Public buildings
Balsas de Ebro
Viejo
neighbourhood,
Knowledge
Centre (Etopia
Centre)

Blocks of flat
of Owners
Association
no. 47

Residential
and
administrative
buildings

Residential
building 73
Orlovets str.

Public buildings

Orlovets Sports
Hall, Medical
Centre and
Municipal
Administrative
building

V. Dahl East
Ukrainian National
University buildings
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5.1 Brussels
The City of Brussels is the capital of Belgium as well as for 450 million Europeans. As one of the
19 municipalities of the Brussels Capital Region, the City of Brussels has a population of 181,726 inhabitants
(as of 1st of January 2019) spread over 33.1 km², approximately 1/5th of the Regional territory. Brussels has a
temperate/tepid climate with four seasons spanning the entire year. Average temperature in January and
August is 3.3°C and 18.4°C, respectively while annual cooling and heating degree days are 39.43 °Cdays/year
and 2,381 °Cdays/year, respectively.
Brussels joined the Covenant of Mayors in 2016 and is deploying its SECAP (validated by the Covenant of
Mayors) which aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 40%, increase the volume of renewable
energy to 27% and improve energy efficiency also by 27% by 2030 (City of Brussels, 2018). The political
programme for the current city council government mentions the development of a strategy for better utilizing
the roofs of the building owned by the city, as well as terraces, greenery, solar panels, urban agriculture etc.
in order to encourage the private buildings to develop this kind of projects on their roofs.
27,345 buildings and 83,870 residential units are registered in the City of Brussels (as of 2014), including 7,809
social housing units. 38% of housing has been built before 1919, while an overwhelming majority of buildings
were built between 1900-1945. Major redevelopment projects such as the redevelopment of the Canal Zone,
or the NEO51 project on the Heysel Plateau aim at constructing energy-efficient buildings. Tivoli GreenCity is
a newly constructed neighbourhood; served by a district heating network, renewables, PV panels while an
experimental greenhouse installed at the first floor of one of the buildings will be used for educational
purposes. Brussels together with the Public Welfare Centre have already constructed more than 2,000 energyefficient and passive homes and plan to develop 750 additional housing units.
In 2017, the main energy-consuming sector was housing, accounting for nearly 38% of final consumption,
followed by the tertiary sector (35%) and transport (22%). As for greenhouse gas emissions, mostly CO2,
buildings’ heating accounts for 61%, followed by transport with 29%.
The potential replication area identified by the City of Brussels is the Northern District (Figure 22), just north
of the hyper-centre of Brussels. This area has been for more than two centuries a territory of projects. The
private sector, through the association Up4North (UP4N), is also investing in the redevelopment of this
neighbourhood and is planning to launch several pilot projects in the coming years. The City of Brussels and
UP4N are joining forces in order to launch feasibility studies, exchange best practices with Lighthouse Cities,
launch pilot projects and evaluate them.
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Figure 22 - 3D view of the potential replication area with suitable buildings circled with blue (north district of
Brussels)

In the following sections, the replication plans of Brussels FC for IS 1.1 and IS 1.2 are presented.

5.1.1 IS 1.1 - Increased RES Generation on a Building Level
Brussels (BE) is interested in regards of Click&Go façade system coupled with coloured vertical PVs and BIPV
Balustrades. The advantage regarding these particular solutions is that no major renovations are needed to
implement the innovative elements and can demonstrate building owners and occupants the huge benefits of
investing in RES generation.
Engie, one of the members of partner UP4N, is an important partner in the North District and has already
many integrated many solar-based solutions on its building. As such they have installed urban canopies
protruding from their roof. Their positive experience is a potential source of inspiration for other private actors
in the district.
In general, all of the 5 IEs from the IS 1.1 will be explored. Their advantages, disadvantages and efficiency
among others will be evaluated. It is yet too early (August 2021) to decide to exclude specific solutions, and
all should be assessed.
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For the IE1.1.1 Click&Go façade system coupled with coloured vertical PVs and IE 1.1.3 BIPV Balustrades, the
possible areas for implementation are office high-rise buildings and south facing façades (e.g. in the
Manhattan office building area) as well as social housing. The ‘business area’ of the North District is today
undergoing a profound transformation with many office towers being either reconstructed or renovated.
UP4N and the City of Brussels are planning a seminar to raise awareness to the many RES generation
possibilities and to create concrete links with providers that can implement them. As such, the aim is that RES
generation solutions are maximally considered during the transformation of the various buildings. The
candidate buildings to be considered from the North District of Brussels along with their addresses are
presented in Figure 23.

Figure 23 - Buildings considered for replication of the solutions in FC Brussels

On the other hand, for the PV technologies to be set on the roof, flat-roofed buildings with the highest solar
potential will be considered.
An opportunity provided by the replication of the solutions is that business models could be built around the
possibility of buying and selling the energy from solar technologies. Moreover, synergies between different
buildings can be formed from the energy sharing whereby communities aim to be created (sharing of energy
between different types of building with different user profiles, e.g. schools-residential-office buildings).
A potential barrier could be housing and urban regulations as well as fire safety. In addition to these, many of
the solutions must be taken into account from the conception of the building or within a renovation/
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retrofitting project. This means that the timing of the intervention needs to align with foreseen retrofitting
projects.

5.1.2 IS 1.2 - Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/Retrofitting
Selected elements from IS 1.2 Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/Retrofitting will be
explored. The advantages, disadvantages and efficiency among others will be evaluated in feasibility studies
which are planned to begin in 2022. It is still too early to decide which specific IEs to include or exclude.
Most of the elements can be implemented in any type of building. However, there is a focus on residential and
public buildings. For the specific element regarding ventilation, office buildings could be targeted (of which
there are many in the area), since ventilation is increasingly important in office spaces, also from a health point
of view.
Two of the elements should be integrated to a retrofitting project, IE 1.2.7 Nano coating 4-glazing panels
windows and IE 1.2.8 Novel high-performance ventilation system with high efficiency heat recovery, the rest
of the elements could be replicated in any existing building with no major change in the building. It is still to
be investigated which specific solutions could be implemented and where.
Potential barriers include privacy issues, low user acceptability, need to involve the users for proper use,
potentially high maintenance costs. Furthermore, if the building quality is low to begin with (e.g. poor
insulation) these solutions do not necessarily increase residents’ comfort.
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5.2 Zaragoza
Zaragoza is the capital city of the Zaragoza province and of the Aragon Region (Spain). The Ebro River, the
biggest by discharge volume and the second longest in Spain, divides the city in half. Zaragoza, divided into 15
districts, is one of the largest municipalities in Spain (about 1,000 Km²) being the fifth city in terms of citizens
in the country and its municipality is home to more than 50 percent of the Aragonese population. Due to its
location, Zaragoza is the core of communications between Madrid-Barcelona and Valencia-Bilbao and the
functional centre of commerce, industry, services, and administration for the region. Zaragoza is the largest
terrestrial logistic centre of Europe and the 4th Spanish city in terms of its Economic Activity Index. The budget
linked to R&D&I integrates the environmental items of "Zaragoza Smart City" with an annual budget of more
than 3,5 M€. The municipal environmental expenditures in 2012 amounted to 170 M€ and the municipal
budget in Science and Technology in 2013 to 4.5 M€. Currently 13,000 green jobs are estimated at Zaragoza
(4.9% of total employment in the city). Zaragoza in 2010 achieved a self-sufficiency of 70.14% of the electricity
consumed thanks to the renewables installed in its surroundings. The climate in Zaragoza is cool semi-arid.
The average temperature in January is 6.6 °C and in August 25 °C.
Zaragoza signed the Covenant of Mayors in 2011, committing to reduce CO2-emissions by 20% before 2020.
Based on 2015 evaluation of the objectives, a reduction of 18% had been achieved. In 2019, Zaragoza approved
a new strategy for Climate Change Mitigation and Air Quality in Zaragoza (ECAZ (Covenant of Mayors, 2021)
3.0), which set a target to reduce CO2 emissions by 40% compared to 2005 levels.
Between 1945 and 1965, the city of Zaragoza experienced a strong increase in population and residential
construction growth, resulting in new suburban districts formed by social housing (more than 750,000 homes
in more than 40 years, representing 28%). Since 2006, 1.292 dwellings that are 40 years old benefited from
subsidies to make a complete refurbishment. The Municipal Company Zaragoza Vivienda is working on an
Investment Plan focused on improving the energy efficiency of buildings. At the present stage, the proposal
affects 1,150 social public dwellings (308 new buildings + 842 refurbished). The investment plan is around
72 M€. The fund will come from EIB (European Investment Bank), City Council and other funding. Also, as part
of the Investment Plan there is an Efficient Energy Renovation of action affecting 842 dwellings in the existing
rented social stock.
Zaragoza municipality has identified two areas (Knowledge Centre area and Balsas de Ebro Viejo area) to be
the potential replication areas for TA1 innovative elements. (Figure 24)
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Figure 24 - Potential replication areas in Zaragoza

5.2.1 IS 1.1 - Increased RES Generation on a Building Level
In line with the activities of IS 1.1, the city of Zaragoza is planning to revitalize a 1960’s-built workers
neighbourhood in the city, specifically the neighbourhood of Balsas Ebro Viejo, within Picarral district. Overall,
up to 1,350 households in 130 buildings are to be rehabilitated. The rehabilitation consists of installation of
highest possible amount of RES generation (photovoltaic) on building level. Also social measures such as
accessibility improvements including up to 107 elevators will be implemented.
The measure is supported by the already valuable experiences gained from the revitalization of 17 buildings.
The architectural style of the neighbourhood is based on blocks with a patio and 3 or 4 portals each one, hence,
the implementation is done at a block level. The project will be presented at the end of 2021 and is planned
to be executed by 2022.
The key objectives identified for replication of RESPONSE IS 1.1 elements are to


Demonstrate novel solutions transforming the building stock into energy efficient,
maximizing RES harvesting;



Demonstrate novel solutions transforming mixed-use urban districts, with high shares of
locally produced renewable energy offering grid flexibility and stability through energy
management and storage;



Demonstrate novel solutions (city level) that enable the transformation/decarbonisation of
power networks (electricity, heating, and cooling) - supporting fossil-based (e.g. coal)
regions in transition;
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Zaragoza Municipality has already a wide experience and reference revitalizing buildings and 17 among them
can be used as case study. Besides, there is an important social revindication for the neighbourhood's life
quality to be improved. As a potential barrier for replicating the IS1.1 innovations, it must be noted that the
population living in the neighbourhood is either aging/retired who is not interested in investing, or is
vulnerable. The plan however contemplates a 100% grant in recovery plans. It is also planned to measure the
vulnerability of the population before and after the intervention.

5.2.2 IS 1.2 - Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/Retrofitting
The neighbourhood of Balsas Ebro Viejo (Figure 25), within Picarral district aims to be an energetic
rehabilitation model with an intervention-scale evolution from building to neighbourhood.
The actions to be taken in Balsas Ebro Viejo go from Energy Efficiency at the building scale, apart from other
interventions such as enhancement of the accessibility and integration of RES, explained earlier.
The experience aims to be replicated in other similar places in the region as well as in Spain, as this type of
urbanization (blocks of 4-5 levels built in the 60’s during the rural exodus period) are popular and presents
similar conditions in almost every medium-large city in the country.

Figure 25 - Blocks of flats in Balsas Ebro Viejo neighbourhood

The area surrounding the Knowledge Fundation (Etopia centre) plans to be developed with energy efficiency
and RES generation related initiatives. These include: a) Passive house new equipment, b) installation of
district size wind generators or c) green areas in the surroundings.
Recently (June 2021), a new project for a sport centre in the surroundings has been presented, including
swimming pools already under demand from the population. This centre is planned under a unique “Passive
house”-design and will be open in 2024.
The key objectives identified for replication of RESPONSE IS 1.1 elements are identified to be
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Demonstrate citizen-centric Positive Energy Districts enabling active citizen participation
and empowerment through an open innovation ecosystem allowing for citizens co-creation;



Identify critical regulatory, legal, data security/protection, gender and socio-economical
aspects and barriers and propose practical recommendations on how to overcome them.

Other opportunities detected are the numerous previous studies already done as well as the scenarios for
energy improvement that the area is offering as test. Moreover, there is a general intention to improve the
energy certification of buildings, going from D to B/A.
Zaragoza Municipality has already a wide experience and references of revitalizing buildings. Previously
revitalized 17 buildings can be used as case study. Besides, there is an important social revindication for the
neighbourhood's life quality to be improved. As with replicating IS 1.1 innovations, a potential barrier for
replication especially in the Balsas Ebro Viejo district is the aging resident-base.
The opportunity of replicating IS 1.2 is seen similar to IS 1.1, i.e. attracting investors to the neighbourhood and
generating new, decentralized business activities.
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5.3 Botosani
Botoșani is the capital city of Botosani County, situated in the Northeast of Romania, 476 km away from
Bucharest on the railway and 429 km on the road. Botoșani has a population of 106,847 inhabitants (as of
2011). The average temperature for the year in Botosani is 9.4°C. The warmest month, on average, is July with
an average temperature of 20°C, while the coolest month is January (-2.2°C).
Botosani is now in the stage of SECAP implementation, and the next step is to develop the Climate Action Plan
to develop a strategy for reducing CO2 emissions >40% by 2030. According to Sustainable Energy Action Plan
(SEAP) of Botosani, the public buildings will be retrofitted including modernization of thermal energy
production and distribution as well as installation of automation systems. RES will also be consistently
promoted to cover an increasing part of the city´s energy demand.
According to the 2011 census, there are 7,489 buildings with dwellings at Botoșani municipality (of which 1
522 blocks with 35,863 apartments, 5,064 single dwellings located on a single level and 903 individual multistorey dwellings), of 39,456 households. Of the total residential buildings, 31.6% have concrete or
prefabricated concrete walls, 15.6% brick, 2.8% wood, 33% slope and squares, and the rest other or mixed
materials. Regarding the construction period, 15.4% of the buildings were erected before 1946, 47.5% during
1946-1990, and 22.9% after 1990. Botosani Municipality implemented several projects to reduce the annual
energy consumption by 17% (from residential buildings thermal rehabilitation). By 2020, it was estimated that
10,000 apartments more will be thermally rehabilitated. In 2017, the rehabilitation of 378 apartments was
completed.
Botosani Municipality has identified a replication area that can be transformed into a PED, Calea Nationala.
The area is situated on the main street of the city, in the former industrial area that is now significantly less
highlighted in the post-communist era. The area consists of:


Alexandru cel Bun High school established in 1974 and extending over 4 floors for a total
area of 6,835 m2;



The "Sf. Gheorghe" Recovery Hospital built in 1939 extending over 3 floors for a total area
of approx. 4,450 m²;



Housing blocks / Residential buildings in the area-Owners Associations 47 extending over a
total area of more than 5,449 m².

These collective housing blocks, with low comfort levels (often studios, with areas of 20-30 m2), are mainly for
non-families working on the industrial platform of the city, which is currently in an advanced degradation and
also has a ghetto aspect, being inhabited by people from disadvantaged groups.
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5.3.1 IS 1.1 - Increased RES Generation on a Building Level
Botosani will study the feasibility of increasing RES generation on building level during the project. Particular
IEs of interest are IE 1.1.2 Pergola with bifacial PVs with albedo boost, IE 1.1.3 BIPV Ballustrades and IE 1.1.4
Urban canopies protruding from roofs.
As a potential building for replication, the residential building Owners Association no. 47 (Figure 26) has been
identified for IEs 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. These pergolas are suitable for the roofs of apartment buildings, which have
a large surface and are flat. IE 1.1.2 is a suitable solution for this type of building. The other buildings in the
area proposed for the study have roofs on two slopes and pergolas cannot be installed. Additionally, only the
blocks of flats within the Owners Association no. 47 have balconies with railings where BIPV Balustrades can
be installed without having auxiliary constructions and modifications of the facades.

Figure 26 - Owners Association no. 47, residential building blocks in FC Botosani

The overall objectives and needs for replication in terms of benefits for local communities, industry, and
citizens include identification and construction of green energy production and distribution systems suitable
for each building.
As a potential barrier for the replication of the innovative elements, obstacles set by Romanian construction
regulations are identified. Housing regulations require a calculation of the strength of the building structure
to support the additional weight of the technologies to be implemented.
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5.3.2 IS 1.2 - Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/Retrofitting
From IS 1.2 innovative elements, Botosani will study the feasibility of replicating IE 1.2.3 Artificial Intelligence
(AI) enabled dynamic management of energy (ECO-TOUCH tool), IE 1.2.4 Predictive home thermostats, IE 1.2.6
Intelligent energy management system (PANGA tool) and IE 1.2.10 Self-sufficient IoT thermostats.
The ECO-TOUCH tool of IE 1.2.3 is seen suitable for any type of building. By monitoring and forecasting energy
consumption, resources can be managed correctly. A building with a particular interest in replicating the
innovative element is the “Alexandru cel Bun” high school (Figure 27)

Figure 27 - Alexandry cel Bun high school building in FC Botosani

A suitable building to study the feasibility of replicating IEs 1.2.4 and 1.2.10 is identified in the blocks of flats
within the Owners Association no.47 (Figure 26). The predictive thermostats for homes are seen as ideal for
the apartments in the blocks of flats because they can create their own environment for each house and also
can be consumed individually. The opportunities identified in the self-sufficient IoT thermostats include the
continuous correlation of comfort needs with environmental conditions, which leads to decreased energy
consumption.
Finally, the replicability of the intelligent energy management system (PANGA tool) in IE 1.2.6 will be studied
for the “Sf. Gheorghe” recovery hospital (Figure 28). An intelligent energy management system (BOS + EMS)
adapted to the needs of municipal buildings is necessarily motivated by the specifics of the buildings and the
high energy consumption recorded for these buildings.
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Figure 28 - Sf. Gheorghe Recovery Hospital in FC Botosani

The benefits for the local communities, industry, and citizens from the potential replication of the innovative
elements are the reductions in energy consumption, reductions in energy losses, managing resources wisely
and increasing comfort. In addition, reduction of costs and CO2-emissions are seen as benefits.
The opportunities that are expected to be created by implementing this project are believed to be especially
in the field of innovation, by opening new technological horizons (one of the challenges is the implementation
and adaptation of technologies in already built buildings that have a certain age). In the field of business, by
optimizing technologies and offering solutions for their implementation, arousing the interest of companies
in the field, and their involvement in the implementation, development, management, and maintenance of
systems.
As a potential barrier for replication, the age of the buildings can be foreseen a challenge, even if they are not
historical. The small apartment areas in the blocks of flats and the lack of financial sources will be studied and
identified.
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5.4 Ptolemaida
Ptolemaida is a city in Northern Greece and since 2011 is the capital of the municipality of Eordea, in Kozani
Regional Unit of Western Macedonia Region. The municipality has a population of 45,450 residents whereas
the population of the city of Ptolemaida was 32,142 residents (according to 2011 statistics), occupying an area
of 57,508 km². Ptolemaida is well known for its coal (lignite) mines and its thermal power stations. Prior to
2010 and for approximately 30 years, the city has experienced a spectacular population and economic growth.
This was due to the strong presence of the Public Power Corporation (PPC) in the area, which influenced
decisively the character of the old rural city and transformed it into an urban centre. Due to the
decarbonisation policies, existing power plants of installed capacity of approximately 2,000 MW are about to
cease their operation, in the near future. Ptolemaida is the first Municipality of Greece that entered the
initiative of Covenant of Mayors in 2008, but the local government approved the Sustainable Energy Action
Plan (SEAP) in 2016, while a revision of the SEAP was recently prepared to include measures of adaptation to
climate change. The region of Western Macedonia is one of the four pilot projects within the Platform on Coal
Regions in Transition, funding the implementation of projects contributing to gradual transition to meta lignite
era.
Summers in Ptolemaida can be hot with an average August temperature of 21.5 °C. However, winters are
among the coldest in Greece with an average temperature in January being 0.8 °C.
The total area of the buildings in Ptolemaida is 1,871,462m², which is distributed between residential buildings
(77.9%) and tertiary sector buildings (22.1%). The heated area in residential buildings is approximately
1,338,476 m² and 314,893 m² in tertiary sector buildings.
The “Buildings’ Insulation Regulation” came into force in 1979 in Greece. Therefore, all buildings prior to 1980
have high heat losses as their envelope is not insulated. Between 1981 and 2000 the buildings were partially
insulated, while the buildings from 2001 till 2010 comply with the Buildings Insulation Regulation and
therefore are fully insulated. There are plans for the energy upgrade of the city hall and the municipal
swimming pool. The major upgrades for the first case are the installation of a building automation system,
energy upgrade of the buildings’ lighting system, frame, and glass replacement of buildings openings. The
second case concerns the installation of solar thermal system which will be used for hot water purposes.
Moreover, the municipal authority is planning the conduction of energy inspections to all the municipal
buildings and the installation of smart metering devices on them. Finally, the municipal authority is planning
a major architectural upgrade of the plaza where the street market takes place, based on bioclimatic
principles.
The potential replication area identified for RESPONSE is the south/south western area of the city, extending
over 0.68 km2 with 5.071 inhabitants (Figure 29).
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Figure 29 - Replication area of Ptolemaida

RES generation on a building level will be increased by replicating IEs from IS 1.1. Possible municipal buildings
in which these solutions could be replicated are presented in Figure 30 to Figure 33. The feasibility of
replicating the retrofitting solutions of IS 1.2 will also be studied. The potential buildings include both
municipal and residential buildings. However, the residential buildings are yet to be identified.

Figure 30 - Varvouteio Municipal Conservatory on the left and the City Hall on the right in FC Ptolemaida

Figure 31 - Paleontological – Historical on the left and Municipal Commercial Polycenter on the right in FC Ptolemaida
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Figure 32 - Municipal Library on the left and the Municipal Cultural Center on the right in FC Prolemaida

Figure 33 - Block of school buildings in FC Prolemaida: a) 10th kindergarten (upper left), b) 8th elementary school
(upper right), c) 3rd junior high school (lower left) and d) 1st – 3rd vocational senior high school (lower right)

5.4.1 IS 1.1 - Increased RES Generation on a Building Level
The city of Ptolemaida is interested in Increased RES Generation on a Building Level concerning IE 1.1.1 Click
& Go façade systems coupled with coloured vertical PVs and IE 1.1.2 Pergola with bifacial PVs with albedo
boost.
The IEs will be explored in terms of feasibility studies during the project. In relevance to IS 1.1, there are other
ongoing feasibility studies such as:


Energy upgrade study for the Municipal Commercial Polycenter including RES interventions
such as PVs and heat pumps;
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Study for the refurbishment of the electromechanical installations of Municipal Cultural
Center;



Energy upgrade study including RES interventions (PV, solar thermal, heat pumps) for 5
schools (1 primary, 1 kindergarten and 3 high schools), Municipal Hall and indoor swimming
pool.

The replicability of IE 1.1.1 will be studied for the following buildings: Varvouteio Municipal Conservatory
(Figure 30), Paleontological-Historical Museum (Figure 31), Municipal Library and Municipal Cultural Center
(Figure 32). BIPV (IE 1.1.2) could be installed on residential buildings or public buildings. At the moment the
residential buildings are under consideration.
Potential benefits from replicating the selected innovative elements are that the replication may play the role
of demonstration action, which will motivate the citizens to adopt these solutions as well. Envisioned
opportunities in local community with the replication of these IEs are maximizing RES harvesting, increase
local income as well as creation of business opportunities in energy efficiency sector for buildings (companies
adapting RES to specific buildings, etc.).
Potential barriers for replication include the low capacity for implementing studies to be submitted in the
funding programs on time. Also, the low motivation of people to spend money in order to increase the energy
efficiency of residential houses is seen as a barrier.

5.4.2 IS 1.2 - Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/Retrofitting
The city of Ptolemaida has an interest to study the feasibility of replicating the following IEs from IS 1.2: IE
1.2.2 Building operating systems, IE 1.2.4 predictive thermostats, IE 1.2.8 novel high-performance ventilation
system and IE 1.2.12 conventional retrofitting (extensive insulation refurbishments, repairs, LED lighting,
replacement of radiators).
On-going feasibility studies in the city of Ptolemaida, with relevance to innovative elements of IS 1.2 include
the establishment of an Observatory for the Recording of Electricity Consumption in buildings of the
Municipality of Eordaia. The aim of the Observatory will be the measurement and recording in real time of the
electricity consumed, the creation of a database, the interconnection, and the evaluation of the measured
electricity of buildings of Eordaia (municipal and residential) with the installation of smart meters. This system
will calculate the energy consumption before and after the implementation of energy saving-interventions.
The interventions include the replacement of windows/frames with high-energy efficiency, insulation of
building envelope (ceilings, walls, and floors), installation of RES (PV systems on the ceilings, geothermal,
solar), installation of building automation systems, energy management conventional lamps with lamps of
modern LED technology, creation of green roofs etc. The platform will initially draw data / signals from the
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municipal buildings with the possibility of expanding the number of buildings in the future. These buildings
will be equipped with smart meters (current analysers, temperature-humidity sensors, heat consumption,
etc.) and corresponding servers. The data will be visualized in a special dashboard using online graphs.
The replication of the renovation activities in IS 1.2 will be studied in the proposed municipal buildings (Figure
30 to Figure 33).
The replication of the selected IEs in the proposed buildings would reduce their energy needs as well as energy
costs. The objectives of replication are related to demonstrating novel solutions transforming the building
stock into energy efficient and maximising RES harvesting. The solutions at building level aim at increasing the
energy security of the city and ensure greater affordability (energy equity) for their citizens and include smart
ready building solutions to maximise energy efficiency.
Moreover, opportunities provided by replicating the selected IEs include demonstrating novel solutions which
transform the building stock into energy efficient. Renovation of public buildings could also act as a model for
the residential houses of the city.
The age of the old municipal buildings is recognized as a potential barrier. The buildings will need special
attention in order to install the aforementioned technologies.
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5.5 Gabrovo
Gabrovo is situated in the North Central Region of Bulgaria along the Yantra River, at the foot of the Balkan
Mountains. The municipal territory, consisting of Gabrovo and 133 villages spans over 555,579 km² with a
population of 62,763 people. The city is part of trans-European transport corridor № 9 (Helsinki - Istanbul) and
more than 3,600 companies are operating in the area. Gabrovo is a pioneer in energy efficiency projects and
intelligent energy in Bulgaria with experience dating back to 1992. Gabrovo’s long-term vision is imprinted in
the phrase “Gabrovo Municipality – Green, Innovative and Effective”. The municipal network for energy
efficiency EcoEnergy was established in Gabrovo in February 1997, based on the initiative of 23 mayors.
In Gabrovo, the summers are warm, dry, and mostly clear and the winters are very cold and partly cloudy.
Over the course of the year, the temperature typically varies from (-4) to 2.5˚C during January and 16 to 30˚C
during August.
Gabrovo Municipality joined the Covenant of Mayors in 2013 and is a leader in regional development and
strategic planning; the municipality is mentoring the new network for sustainable and innovative public
procurement (SPPI) in Bulgaria. The Municipality of Gabrovo became a member of the public-private
collaboration initiative ‘Building Efficiency Accelerator’ in the beginning of 2018. For more than 20 years
Gabrovo has been implementing active policy in energy efficiency, aiming at reduction of energy consumption
and operating costs of buildings/systems which lead to mitigation of climate change effects and environment
protection. Energy-saving measures have been implemented in all municipal schools, kindergartens and
nurseries, a multi-functional hall, a home for adults with disabilities, a new passive kindergarten, two familytype centres, a sport hall, and some other public buildings, including replacement of street lighting in 128
villages.
The building stock of Gabrovo consists of 53,189 homes, accounting for 4,700 buildings and 122 municipal
buildings, the majority of which is built in ’60s- ‘70s. Buildings and housing structures are characterized by
inadequate thermal performances and high heat losses. The municipality is an active partner in the National
Programme for Energy Efficiency in Multi-Family Buildings with the main objective to improve the efficiency
of residential buildings resulting in energy savings of over 40%. Up to now, 37 multi-family buildings have been
retrofitted with a total investment cost of 19,9M€ (including façade thermal insulation, replacement of old
windows, roof reconstruction, etc.), while 242 buildings in total are included in the programme.
During last decade, energy efficiency measures were realized in nurseries (3), all the municipal schools (9) and
kindergartens (10) including the construction of the first passive kindergarten. “Sun” Kindergarten is certified
by the German Passive House Institute in Darmstadt and is the first public passive building in Bulgaria. Gabrovo
Municipality was awarded as the winner of competition ECO MUNICIPALITY 2017 in the field of "Energy
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Efficiency in Buildings" in municipalities with population of over 40,000 inhabitants and has further renovation
plans of public and private buildings.
Gabrovo’s replication area is the city centre extending over 1.5 km2 with 10,000 inhabitants (Figure 34),
including 3 identified public buildings which provide the main services for the community and one multi-family
residential building. All identified buildings are connected to the Gabrovo District heating network, except for
the Municipality Administrative building.

Diagnostic – Consultative
Centre
Municipality Gabrovo
administrative
building

Orlovets Sports
Hall

Figure 34 - Gabrovo town centre area

The buildings identified for potential replication of RESPONSE innovative elements are:


Diagnostic – Consultative Centre, a medical building with total area of 5,559 m2. The
municipality seeks to implement the EE measures through a Guaranteed EPC with an ESCO
company;



Orlovets Sports Hall, a multi-functional (sports and culture) facility put in operation in 1991
with total area of 8,879 m2;



Municipality Gabrovo administrative building, built in 1970 consisting of 4 floors with a total
floor area of 7,870 m²;



Multi-family residential building on 87 Orlovska str with total floor area of 10,549 m2, built
in 1994 is an 18 story multi-apartment building, consisting of 115 dwellings and 10 shops.
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5.5.1 IS 1.1 - Increased RES Generation on a Building Level
Gabrovo will explore in more detail Click&Go façade with coloured PVs and Pergola with bi-facial PV modules.
The replication of IE 1.1.1 will be studied for Orlovets sports hall (Figure 35).

Figure 35 - Orlovets sports hall in FC Gabrovo

The feasibility to replicate IE 1.1.2, Pergola with bi-facial PV modules, will be studied for the Medical Centre
and Municipal Administrative building (Figure 36).

Figure 36 - Medical Centre (Left), Municipal Administrative building (right) in FC Gabrovo

Over the RESPONSE implementation period the project team may also identify other potentially eligible
facilities located in the PED which may be included. As to the estimated size of investments – it is yet to be
calculated as part of the feasibility studies during the project.
Lack of funding and conflict with existing architectural and aesthetic elements can be considered major
impediments. A comprehensive list of replication barriers, however, will be produced as an outcome of the
feasibility studies which will be conducted throughout the duration of RESPONSE.
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5.5.2 IS 1.2 - Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/Retrofitting
From IS 1.2 innovative elements, Gabrovo will explore in more detail the replicability of


IE 1.2.1 R2S and 1.2.2 BOS, which are seen as highly effective solution for further
optimization of energy use in the Municipality of Gabrovo (MoG) Administrative building
and the Medical Center (Figure 36);



IE 1.2.4 & 1.2.10 predictive home thermostats/self-sufficient IoT thermostats – to optimize
the energy use in the multi-family residential building on 73 Orlovets str. (Figure 37);



1.2.5 Indoor air quality management system using smart probes – to improve the quality of
working environment in the MoG Administrative building and the Medical Center (Figure
36);



1.2.12 Conventional Retrofitting – conventional measures are needed to serve as a basis for
further efficiency fine-tuning of the Orlovets Sports Hall, the MoG Administrative building
and the Medical Center. MoG will seek to implement conventional retrofitting on ESCO
basis. (Figure 35 and Figure 36).

Figure 37 - Multi-family residential building, Orlovska str. in FC Gabrovo
Although at this stage of the project (August 2021) it is still early to tell which of the IEs will be implemented.
Ideally, all buildings mentioned will be subject to implementation of IEs.
One of the key assets recognized in exploring the replicability of the selected IEs is the transfer of knowledge.
Gabrovo will try as much as possible to leverage local expertise and business involvement in replication
activities. Local companies will thus be given the chance to obtain access to innovative technological solutions.
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The Energy Service Contracting and Energy Performance Contracting (ESCO/EPC) model is also something that
Gabrovo would like to popularize and improve as a tool for the implementation of energy efficiency projects.
As potential barriers for the implementation, lack of funding as well as the reluctance of homeowners in the
multi-family residential building can also be an impediment for some of the IEs. A more comprehensive list of
replication barriers shall be produced as an outcome of the feasibility studies which will be conducted
throughout the duration of RESPONSE.
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5.6 Severodonetsk
Severodonetsk is currently a regional centre of the Luhansk Oblast, located in the east of Ukraine. The city has
a population of about 113,616 (as of 2019) and spread over 58 km² area. Severodonetsk is bordered by the
cities of Lysychansk, Rubizhne, and all together form the Severodonetsk agglomeration with a population of
300,000 people. The region is the largest centre of the chemical industry in Ukraine. A network of educational
institutions is established in the city i.e. Volodymyr Dahl East Ukrainian National University (V. Dahl EUNU),
Lugansk State University of Internal Affairs, Institute for Advanced Studies etc., while 3,000 non-resident
students come to Severodonetsk to study every year.
Severodonetsk has been involved in the EU / UNDP "Community Based Approach" program since 2016,
including environmental and energy policy reforms focusing on innovative and energy-efficient economic
development, while the same year, Severodonetsk and Rubizhne became the winners of the USAID project on
Municipal Energy Reform in Ukraine. The USAID project supports municipal energy management and assists
in raising finance for the implementation of activities focused on energy planning as well as energy audits of
key city systems. As part of the project, energy audits of typical buildings in the city were carried out, including
schools, the department of Labor and Social Welfare, multifamily residential buildings, and V. Dahl EUNU. The
Resource Center for supporting condominium association (OSMD) on Clean Energy provides advice and
assistance in opening new centres related to energy-saving technologies. In October 2018, Severodonetsk City
Council presented the Smart City project focusing on:


intelligent city transport infrastructure;



provision of green buses;



RES provision in every house.

Severodonetsk has a temperate continental climate. The warmest month of the year is July, with an average
temperature of 21.7 °C. In turn, the coldest month of the year is January with an average temperature of −6 °C.
Severodonetsk joined the Covenant of Mayors in 2014 and as a result of the measures in the SEAP, the city
plans to achieve a reduction 21.4% in CO2-emissions. The city has set an ambitious target of being energy
positive city by 2050.
There are 821 multi-story buildings in Severodonetsk and 22 enterprises serve such facilities. Buildings and
residential structures are characterized by inadequate thermal characteristics and high heat losses. Recently,
areas of more modern buildings have appeared such as the quarter of the “Mriya” residential complex in the
Oriana residential compound, and the Kamelot cottage cluster with environmentally friendly housings,
fireproof, convenient, practical, and reliable from a communications point of view. In each apartment, energy
metering devices and an autonomous dual-circuit heating and hot water supply system will be installed,
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allowing residents to independently and timely choose the optimal temperature for their home. The
residential complex "Kamelot" consists of individual cottages located on plots of 900 m² up to 1,500 m², as
well as townhouses - comfortable two-story mansions. “Camelot” includes the installation of all utilities, water
supply, electricity, central sewage, gas supply, access roads and sidewalks, outdoor lighting, gas independent
heating, insulation of external walls. In 2019, the construction of new modern houses at the residential
complex "Oberih" began. The houses are made of silicate bricks, followed by insulation of the facade using the
effective technology tested in Europe (Ceresit system), according to construction standards and energy
conservation requirements and there is gas heating in each apartment. Multi-tariff electricity meters are also
installed making it possible to use different tariffs at different times of the day. Modern meters for the
consumption of electricity, water, gas allow you to effectively control the consumed resources.
Since 2015, the city has implemented a system of daily monitoring of energy consumption (on-line program
"Energy Balance") at 57 sites with a total area of 212,600 m². It is a reliable metering and monitoring system
for energy consumption, followed by data analysis, which helps to identify weaknesses in a timely manner,
notice the effectiveness of energy efficiency measures and report on the reduction of energy consumption.

5.6.1 IS 1.1 - Increased RES Generation on a Building Level
Severodonetsk is interested in exploring the feasibility of IE 1.1.2 Pergola with bifacial PVs with albedo boost.
Feasibility studies regarding the implementation of the innovative element will be conducted in the duration
of the project. A specific limitation for replicating IE 1.1.2 can be state of building structures, which are
deteriorated and need for renovation.

5.6.2 IS 1.2 - Energy-Efficient and Smart-Ready Building Construction/Retrofitting
During the duration of RESPONSE, Severodonetsk is planning to replicate IE 1.2.5 Indoor air quality
management system using smart probes and elements from IE 1.2.12 Conventional Retrofitting, including: PV
panels installation, replacement of radiators, repairs, LED lighting.
More specifically PEB IEs include: exterior wall insulation, insulation of opening structures (windows, window
frames, doors), roof insulation will be made of mineral wool, installation of thermal units with automated
modules for the preparation of the coolant, installation of a decentralized energy-saving ventilation system
with heat recovery using ventilators, replacement of the distribution pipelines of the heating system, use of
elements of automatic hydraulic balancing of the system, conducting of thermal insulation of pipelines and
fittings of the heating system laid.
The IEs IE 1.2.12 Conventional Retrofitting replication area identified in Severodonetsk is the business,
education, and cultural city centre extending over 1.7 km2 with 15,702 inhabitants. Three buildings have been
identified:
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Educational Building, V. Dahl East Ukrainian National University: extending over 4 floors for
a total area of 6,591 m2 (on left, Figure 38)



Laboratory Building, V. Dahl East Ukrainian National University: extending over 4 floors for
a total area of 4,863 m2 (center, Figure 38)



Student residence building of V. Dahl EUNU extending over 5 floors for a total area of 6,245
m2, while the area under the building is 1,249 m2 (on right, Figure 38)

Figure 38 - Educational building, Laboratory building, Student residence building in FC Severodonetsk

Buildings 1) and 2) are very close to each other, marked red in the upper right corner in Figure 39. Building 3)
is marked red in the lower left corner of Figure 39.

Figure 39 - The replication area of Severodonetsk

One of the potential specific IEs 1.2.5 Indoor air quality management system using smart probes replication
area is Residential Complex "Mriya" in Severodonetsk.
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The envisioned potential of IEs is creating comfortable conditions in the residential buildings and buildings of
educational institutions, reduction of operating costs, extension of service life of buildings, savings in thermal
energy consumption and reduction of heat energy consumption. The envisioned opportunities to be created
in local communities will contribute spreading of positive energy solutions not only in the city of
Severodonetsk, but will also be an example of a modern solution to energy supply problems for other
territorial communities of Ukraine.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions
The first version of the Master planning of the demonstrations of the Innovative Solutions in Lighthouse cities
Turku and Dijon has been completed in T1.3. The Master planning was focusing on the solutions in the “TA#1
Positive Energy Building Systems”. The Master planning for TA#1 contains altogether 5 Innovative Elements
(IEs) in Turku and 9 IEs in Dijon. In addition to that, the building owners will implement conventional
refurbishment solutions, which contribute to the energy efficiency and renewable energy production in the
demonstration areas.
The building related RESPONSE innovations will bring increased (1) energy efficiency, (2) better indoor climate
and (3) energy flexibility enabled by the digital services; and (4) increased on-site renewable energy
generation in form of the solar electricity to transform the demonstration areas (“Student Village” in LHC
Turku and “Fontaine d’Ouche” in LHC Dijon) into Positive Energy Districts. The total RES share of the
demonstration areas will be 118% in LHC Turku and 120% in LHC Dijon, when all IEs have been implemented.
In scope of work carried out in T1.3, the preliminarily envisioned replication districts and potentially replicable
innovative elements have been evaluated and verified by the LHCs. Fellow Cities in turn have further
familiarized themselves with the innovations being implemented in the PED demonstration areas and have
shown interest in planning and studying the feasibility of replicating several of IEs from both Lighthouse Cities.
The verification of the preliminary replication planning of IEs in the two Lighthouse Cities paves way for the
Replication Roadmap work including feasibility studies to investigate the replicability level in detail within the
nominated replication areas within the two cities.

6.1 Lessons learned
T1.3 made an exhaustive work in the technical data collection of the Innovative Solutions in Lighthouse cities
and Fellow Cities related to the demonstrations and replication. The main learning was that an overlapping in
time in the data collection of LHCs and FCs resulted in challenges for the FCs to analyse the applicability of the
Innovative Solutions in their city. FCs commented that the detailed technical data of the foreseen replication
cannot be provided in the early stage of the project. The technical details will further be clarified in the
feasibility studies and replication planning in WP8.
The current regulatory framework of the innovative PV products in France can slow down or even hinder the
demonstration of the IEs 1.1.1 (Click&Go façade), 1.1.2 (Pergola with bifacial PV) and 1.1.3 (BIPV
Balustrades), which are all related to the new PV products of partner ONYX. The foreseen certification costs
of the ONYX PV-solutions to prove the conformity can be high, which can create a barrier for the
implementation. However, the consortium has already identified possible mitigation policies to address these
issues.
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6.2 Future work
The overall detailed planning and scheduling of the demonstrations continues in the LHCs and will be
documented in the WP6 T6.1 “Dijon Smart City Diagnosis and dynamic Master Planning for TA#1-TA#3” for
Dijon and in WP7 T7.1 “Turku Smart City Diagnosis and dynamic Master Planning for TA#1-TA#3” for Turku.
The replication planning of Fellow Cities continues in the WP8 “FCs Replication Plans and 2050 Bold City
Vision”.
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Appendixes
Appendix A. Innovative Elements (IEs) for IS 1.1 in Turku
IS 1.1 has one Innovative Element in the Turku PED. The summary table of the planned demonstration of the
innovative elements and buildings in the PED is presented in Appendix E.

IE 1.1.5 DC coupled smart bifacial PV system with optimized racking system for maximum bifacial
yield
IE 1.1.5 aims to increase the solar electricity production by utilizing PV modules with bifacial photovoltaic cells
and a transparent backside, which would allow the PV system to benefit from the natural albedo (Figure 40).
The bifacial energy yield is approximately 10 - 20% higher compared to a module that is equipped with
conventional monofacial PV cells. The mounting system for the installation will also be designed taking the
view factor into account. PV modules will be equipped with smart sensors to monitor different values related
to the modules’ functioning.

The innovation in IE is combining embedded electronics in bifacial PV module mounted on
racking that is optimized for the albedo of the white roof surface. This system is then
connected to the LVDC micro grid through DC-DC string optimizers which allows the PV
strings to act as their own units inside the DC grid.

A second specific need of the IE 1.1.5 that is being addressed is the need to produce DC power for the use of
the LVDC micro grid (see IS 2.1). A specific challenge in the positive energy building the IE is trying to solve is
the optimization of photovoltaic energy yield gained from the rooftop. Thirdly, the IE aims to address the
safety and maintenance issue related to PV installations.

Figure 40 - The backside of the bifacial PV system, which is able to collect energy from both sides of the panel
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The power production to the LVDC micro grid is achieved in this IE by installing large enough PV power system
on top of the Tyyssija building. The yield is optimized by utilizing as much of the roof top area as possible (and
allowed by regulations) for a roof top PV system. The system is built with bifacial mono-crystalline silicon cell
photovoltaic modules that produce electricity on both sides. The roof surface material defined prior to the
project is a white water proofing membrane with high albedo. An essential part of the novel PV system is also
the new type of open racking system, which is optimized for maximal bifacial yield compared to most
conventional rooftop racking systems. This system is secured to the roofing membrane by adhesion, in
contrary to the conventional racking, which is secured by ballast. Safety and maintenance of the PV system
will be improved by installing PV modules with embedded electronic sensors. With this novel monitoring
system, the condition of individual modules as well as the rigidity of the entire system can be monitored which
is beneficial in rooftop installations. The monitoring system will provide information of energy production,
early warnings of any system performance degradation and greatly reduce the risks related to wind load
damages.
The innovation in IE is combining embedded electronics in s bifacial PV module mounted on racking that is
optimized for the albedo of the white roof surface. This system is then connected to the LVDC microgrid
through DC-DC string optimizers which allows the PV strings to act as their own units inside the DC grid.
Partners Solar Finland and FerroAmp will be mainly responsible for IE 1.1.5. Third party electric company yet
to be defined shall connect the whole roof top bifacial PV system then to the LVDC microgrid. Other
stakeholders that might be involved are for example electric designers for the PED/PEB, the local fire
department, city building council and the building architect.

Figure 41 - The layout plan of the BIPV roof installation on the Tyyssija (B4) building
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Appendix B. Innovative Elements (IEs) for IS 1.2 in Turku
IS 1.2 has four Innovative Elements and a set of conventional refurbishment actions in the Turku PED. The
summary table of the planned demonstration of the innovative elements and buildings in the PED is presented
in Appendix E.

IE 1.2.7 Nano coating 4-glazing panels windows
IE 1.2.7 aims to increase the energy efficiency of the existing buildings (Cluster B4) in the PED by using top
class energy efficient windows, which are 75% better than the existing ones. The nano coating forms a frostfree outer glazing and visual comfort for the resident. The nano-coating on the outer surface blocks the
radiative heat transfer from clear sky, which is usually colder than the outside air during the non-cloudy days.

The innovation lies on the top-class energy efficiency of the windows: 75% better
compared to the existing ones by using 4-glazing and modern nano coatings on
windowpanes, providing thermal insulation with a U-value of 0.55 W/m²K

Figure 42 - The top class energy efficient window of partner Ruhkala

The state-of-the-art energy efficiency of the HR 2 + 2 window by partner HR RUHKALA is based on the thermal
break used in the exterior frame and the glass structures offered by modern glass technology. The thermal
break and current selective glass coatings have improved the U-value of the window by about 30% compared
to the previous four glass window generations. Weather tests and U-value calculations have been performed
on the demonstration window type. HR 2 + 2 windows have previously been delivered only to detached houses
and the window type has not been commonly used in the apartment buildings. The total amount of
demonstration windows is 270 units. These will be installed into Cluster B4 buildings (5A, 5B, 5C and 5D). The
plan is to make the installation on site, when the residents are living in the apartments. The expected
installation time is 1 workday per apartment. The planned start of the renovation is January 2022.
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IE 1.2.8 Novel high-performance ventilation system with high eff. heat recovery
IE 1.2.8 aims to increase the energy efficiency of the Cluster B4 buildings (5A, 5B, 5C and 5D) by high efficiency
(>100%) ventilation heat recovery by partner HögforsGST. The technology is a unique combination of the
ventilation heat recovery and heat pump technology. The system is based on an integrated heat pump
installation and exceptionally efficient and innovative heat transfer technology. The components of the system
are physically and digitally integrated. They are controlled by the Smart Control System, which distributes
measurement data from the field level using the Modbus protocol. The innovation is based on the use of an
inverter-controlled heat pump equipped with DHW-supercharger, and with exceptional recovery- and
preheating efficiency combined with low pressure drop, both on the air- and liquid side. SCOP-target is up
to 5.

The innovation is based on the use of an inverter-controlled heat pump equipped with
DHW-supercharger, and with exceptional recovery > 100%- and preheating efficiency
combined with low pressure drop. SCOP-target is up to 5.

Figure 43 - The High efficiency heat recovery system by partner HögforsGST

The technical details will be designed according to the needs of the site later as the work progresses. The
estimated space heating load of the renovation block after traditional interventions and window renovation
is 20 W/floor-m², the supply-exhaust ventilation system load is also 20 W/floor-m². The hot water demand
(DH HX size) in the nominal flow is 300 kW. The exhaust air heat recovery sizing is 12 W/floor-m²
Technical test runs of prototypes of the new heat recovery units will be carried out in spring 2021. Industrial
manufacturing will begin after successful testing. The planned location of the smart DH substation and heat
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pump units is in the stairwell of building 5C, where the current local DH connection is located. The four
ventilation units will be located on the roof of each building. The heat recovery fluid will be circulated from
each ventilation unit to the Smart substation using separate piping.
The planned start of the renovation is January 2022.

Figure 44 - The layout of the location of the heat pump installation in the building 5C serving the Cluster B4
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IE 1.2.9 Novel human thermal sensation control
The IE 1.2.9 aims to improve the indoor thermal comfort of the occupants and the energy efficiency using by
thermal control using based on personalised preferences of the resident by partners VTT and Egain.

The innovation is based on the model based optimal thermal comfort for occupants
according to the personalized preferences of the resident to better fit for an individual.
Traditionally the indoor temperature has been the only indicator for the indoor thermal
comfort resulting to an averaged control so that some people feel cold, some are
satisfied, and some people feel hot

An optimal indoor operative temperatures varying from 20.5⁰C to 26.5⁰C, is what residents prefer in average.
Traditionally the indoor temperature has been the only indicator to control the indoor comfort leading to
averaged thermal comfort in all apartments. As a result, some people feel cold, some are satisfied, and some
people feel hot. Steering based on indoor temperature can become energy inefficient. The challenge is to
integrate VTT’s Human Thermal Model (HTM), which calculates (e.g. every 15 minutes) an optimal and
individual indoor temperature set point value, based on the space and the person type1 living in every room.
The set-point value from VTT for every apartment is used by Egain to optimize and control the heating of the
building. Possible power peak loads are considered by Egain, to shave peaks, before controlling the final
apartment indoor climate and calculating the needed forward temperature in the primary circuit. A challenge
is to balance between energy available and energy demand (weather forecast and indoor temperature goals
for example). Today Egain’s solution controls the heat of buildings based on building physics and weather
forecast among other parameters. It is also based on a constant indoor climate over time, and not based on
frequent change of preferred indoor climate.

1

The “person type” is a predefined group (e.g. a female athlete, skinny young man etc.). This type person approach is
used so that residents do not have to give personalised information of themselves. They just pick the most
representative body model of themselves for the HTM control purposes.
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Figure 45 - An overview of the Egain ecosystem

Partner VTT will deliver a Human Thermal Sensation cloud service and IoT thermostatic valves for adjusting
the thermal sensation in the renovated buildings. The Self-sufficient IoT (see IE 1.2.10) thermostats will be
connected to the cloud services via 5G communication hub provided by partner Elisa. The energy harvesting
enables battery-free, maintenance-free and wireless operation by using radiator heat to power the
communication and control actions.
The implementation will be done in renovated Cluster B4 buildings (5C, 5D), which will be renovated during
RESPONSE. Important stakeholders to be involved in the process of deployment are HögforsGST (building
HVAC system providers), Egain (building automation/IoT system provider to install Egain sensors and hubs),
building service companies, TYS (building owner, applies the building permit) and VTT (HTM cloud service),
ELISA (5G hubs for communication of self-sufficient thermostats to cloud services). The planned start of the
renovation is January 2022.
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Figure 46 - The location of the human thermal sensation control will be in buildings 5C and 5D in the Cluster B4

Figure 47 - The communication hub (left) and the temperature and humidity sensor of the human thermal
sensation control (right)
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IE 1.2.10 Self-sufficient IoT thermostats
IE 1.2.10 aims to increase the robustness and zero maintenance capabilities of the IE 1.2.9.

The innovation is based on the energy harvesting from the temperature difference of the
supply water of the radiator and indoor air to make the IE 1.2.9 more robust and
maintenance free. The energy harvesting enables no need for battery changes during the
operation. Most of the commercial smart thermostats, which support wireless data
communication are typically battery powered which means regular need for changing
batteries

Most of the existing radiator thermostats do not support any wireless data communication or smart features.
On the other hand, in IE 1.2.9 (Novel human thermal sensation control) we need smart thermostats, which
can update set point values by external signal. One challenge is that most of the commercial smart
thermostats, which support wireless data communication, are typically battery powered which means regular
need for changing batteries. These problems will be tackled by using third party EnOcean technology based
commercial energy harvesting wireless radiator thermostats for changing radiator valve based on VTT’s
Human Thermal Model (HTM) controller (running on VTT’s cloud) calculated set point value via Egain platform.
Used radiator thermostats are commercial, but the innovation is how these thermostats are controlled
individually by HTM model.

Figure 48 - The planned IoT thermostatic valve of company Micropelt in Cluster B4 buildings

The planned start of the renovation is January 2022 parallel with the IE 1.2.9 installation.
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IE 1.2.11 Upcycling of the near-by city district cooling energy flows
The IE 1.2.11 is common with the IE 2.2.4 - Upcycling of the near-by city district cooling energy flows in the IS
2.2 Decarbonisation and Smartification of District Heating/Cooling. The detailed description of the upcycling
heat pump located in the Tyyssija building can be found in the TA#2 Master plan handling the district energy
solutions in the Turku LHC. The innovation description is shortly repeated here. The heat pump will be located
in the Tyyssija (B3) building.

The innovation of the up cycling heat pump is to increase the value and cost efficiency of
the heat pump solutions in the district energy application by utilizing heat pumps with a
Coefficient of Performance (COP) over 5. The heat pump (HP) will be parallel connected
both to the city district cooling and to district heating networks.
This leads to a better value for the HP investment using upcycling of the waste heat from
the city system, generating two sellable products (district heating and cooling), increase
of renewable heating and cooling production emphasizing the self-consumption of the
PV’s in the PED.

Figure 49 - The design characteristics of the upcycling heat pump. See TA#2 Master plan for further details.
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IE 1.2.12 Conventional Retrofitting in Turku LHC
The IE 1.2.12 is focusing on the deep renovation of the Cluster B4 buildings in Turku LHC. The renovation
contains both innovative elements of IS 1.2 as described in IEs (1.2.7, 1.2.8, 1.2.9 and 1.2.10) and traditional
own funded renovation solutions like (1) additional insulation of the upper floor, (2) the renovation of watersaving nozzles (taps), (3) the traditional solar panels, the sealing of the building and (4) the installation of
apartment-specific thermometers. The planned start of the renovation is January 2022. The Cluster B4
buildings are built in 1970s, which make them energy inefficient and poor in indoor climate. By modernising
building and its technical parts the renovation will result more energy-efficient and better living conditions for
people. The parallel goal along the energy efficiency is to carry out renovations to the buildings in cluster B4,
populated, in a way that minimizes housing disadvantage. The overall energy demand reduction after the
implementation is 60% (district heating + electricity). The renovation work is led by the facility owner TYS. The
work contains following renovation items:



New roofing, U value from 0,3  0,09 W/m²,K (own funds);



Water efficient taps -15% less water consumption (own funds);



new windows see IE 1.2.7;



new ventilation system and heat recovery see IE 1.2.8;



room thermostats and temperature measurements see IE 1.2.9 and 1.2.10;



polyurethane sealing to minimise the infiltration air flow through leakages (own funds);



traditional PV 100 kWpeak on the roof (own funds).

Figure 50 - The facade view and the entrance of 5C building in the renovation block Cluster B4 from 1970’s, photo by
Sini Lamoureux
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Appendix C. Innovative Elements (IEs) for IS 1.1 in Dijon
IS 1.1 has four Innovative Elements in the Dijon PED. IS 1.1. The summary table of the planned demonstration
of the innovative elements and buildings in the PED is presented in Appendix F.

IE 1.1.1 Click&Go façade system coupled with coloured vertical PVs
The IE 1.1.1 aims to increase the architectural freedom of the PV integration in the building renovations.
Current lack of integration flexibility and colour variations of off-the-shelf PV systems creates a constraint for
the architectural freedom and aesthetics.

The innovation of the Click&Go solution is based on a new easier, faster to install and
cheaper mechanical connection to the supporting rails of the PV integration that suits for
the renovations. The PV panel supplier Onyx demonstrates flexible sizes and additional
range of colours to better suit architects demands.

Concerning building integrated PV (BIPV) facade solutions, two main challenges need to be addressed for an
efficient and appealing usage.



Firstly, the possibility for the architect to select among of panels colours the most
appropriate for his project. Currently, PV panels have a very limited possibility of various
colours. The size of the module needs to be variable and flexible to suit the architect facade
pattern. Especially in renovation the existing facade induces strong layout limitation and
generally avoid use of standard size PV panels;



Secondly, the installation process can be constrained by the diversity and the number of
actors likely to intervene on the building. There are four design constraints, which need to
be solved in the BIPV solutions: (1) the energy production, (2) electricity installations, (3)
water tightness and (4) architectural layout.

The Click&Go solution integrates the four design constraints in one concept. It ensures the water tightness of
the wall by the use of the tiles concept similar to a cladding system. The renewable energy is integrated by a
tailor-made glass-glass PV module glued on a frame which ensure the mechanical support. The PV panel can
be selected among panel of colours to suit architectural needs. Those PV panels size can be adapted to the
existing facade pattern and layout. The electrical connection is simplified by the void access behind the
module. The Click&Go solution enable a mix of decorative panels in addition to PV panel for a global
architectural design of the façade. For example, when part of the facade are shaded or need specific decorative
areas. Finally, the Click&Go ensures an easy and safe installation and maintenance with access to each panel
in case of damaged part.
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The innovation of the Click&Go solution is based on a new easier and cheaper mechanical connection to the
supporting rails. The PV panel supplier, partner Onyx proposes additional range of colours to better suit
architects demands. The innovation will also integrate new constraints related to the French regulation.
The Click&Go solution speed-up the process of PV integration on the façade by prefabrication of the tiles to
avoid on-site installation of PV module with glue. The rail mounting system accelerate the accurate positioning
of each tile and make the electrical connection easier. Both safety and quality of installation are better
managed with these all-in-one tiles and the off-site prefabrication enables high accuracy level of PV panel
integration (millimetre accuracy compared to standard centimetre range).

Figure 51 - The Click&Go installation into the rail system (left) and an example of the various colours used in the
architectural design of the facade (right)

The Click&Go façade will be implemented in the PEB1_B4, (R+14 tower of ORVITIS). For this building, 90 panels
with a power of 300 Wp will be implemented for a production of 24 MWh/y.
The current plan contains a risk of high certification costs related to the national regulations in France.
According to the french legislation, the planned Click&Go PV panels cannot be demonstrated without two
certifications (IEC for Europe, and ATEX in France). This issue will be further explored in the WP6.
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1.1.2 – Pergola with bifacial PVs with albedo boost
The IE 1.1.2 aims to increase the available installation area the PV solutions in the building renovations. The
solution is intended for the buildings, which contain existing installations on the roof top limiting the available
space for solar PV.

The innovation is the superstructure (2 meters of height) that will allow the technicians to
access the pergolas and to the HVAC pipes; in addition to this, the bifacial modules are
more gainful than classic modules, in our case there will be used a reflective material
made on the supporting structure to allow the rear side of the panels to improve the
power 10% (for white resin) and 5% (for white marble).

The general challenge, when planning positive energy buildings, is to find the maximum available surface to
install solar panels and produce the maximum amount of renewable energy from sun.
The innovation contains an idea where the PV panels are installed on Pergolas, which form a supporting
structure PV installations. The bifacial feature of the planned panels allows to collect and convert solar
radiation from front and rear; allowing enhanced production of solar electricity compared to the conventional
modules.

Figure 52 - An example of the Pergola structure pre-piloted by partner Onyx in Sinagpore (Tanjong pagar centre,
completed in 2016)

The planned building in Dijon PED contains roof, which has existing HVAC installations. These installations
reduce significantly the reception capacities for the photovoltaic. Therefore an overhanging superstructure is
under consideration, allowing access to the existing installations, forming a “photovoltaic pergola”. The output
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of the PV will be increased by the bifacial nature of the panels as they can collect the front side (direct sun
rays) and the rear side (reflected sun rays) as we will position the panels in landscape mode. Also a reflective
material made on the supporting structure is planned to improve the PV power by 10% (for white resin) and
5% (for white marble).

Figure 53 - A detail of the bifacial PV structure in Pergola

Partner ONYX will develop glass/glass units with a 415Wp (72 cells per unit). These panels will be installed on
a specific pergola, placed on the roof of the buildings of the housing companies and the sport center. In all
cases, the structures (pergola) will allow the use of the total roof surface. For the sport center (PEB1_B1), 750
panels will be implemented to produce 311 MWh/y (own funding). For the building (PEB1_B3), 360 panels will
produce 150 MWh/y. For the building (PEB2_B2), 168 panels will produce 70 MWh/y. For the building
(PEB2_B1), 256 panels will produce 70 MWh/y. The reflective material to be used is white resin for the sport
center and broken white marble for the housing buildings, improving the power by 10% and 5% respectively.
The number of panels depends on the dimensions which are the subject of current discussions between
ONYX and EDF. The numbers and dimensions can change, but the power and the production is still the same.
The current plan contains a risk of high certification costs related to the national regulations in France.
According to the french legislation, the planned PV panels cannot be demonstrated without two certifications
(IEC for Europe, and ATEX in France). This issue will be further explored in the WP6.
The pergolas are planned to be installed on the roofs of following buildings:



PEB1_B1: Sport Center (own funding);



PEB1_B3: the Ile de France building;



PEB2_B1: Franche comté building;



PEB2_B2: Franche comté building.
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IE 1.1.3 – BIPV Balustrades
The IE 1.1.3 aims to increase the available installation area the PV solutions in the building renovations using
balustrades as installation place for PV’s.

The innovation is based on the bifacial photovoltaic balustrades for balconies and
rooftops to increase the available installation area for the solar electricity generation

The planned application is a high rise multi-family residential building, so achieving the zero energy building
concept is quite difficult with a limited roof area. For that purpose, the demonstration has an innovation of
the integration of bifacial PV solutions on the facade of the building as balustrades resulting to an increased
renewable production rate onsite.
This technology will be tested by partner ONYX on the French demo case, on the PEB1_B4 Ile de France: 46
modules and the PEB2_B3 Franche Comte: 46 modules. The length of each PV panel is about 2m and it will
cover 184 linear meters (205.76m²) of balconies and rooftops in a form of balustrades.

Figure 54 - An illustartion of the Onyx bifacial PV’s in the balustrade

The current plan contains a risk of high certification costs related to the national regulations in France.
According to the French legislation, the planned PV panels cannot be demonstrated without two certifications
(IEC for Europe, and ATEX in France). This issue will be further explored in the WP6.
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IE 1.1.4 Urban canopies protruding from roofs
The IE 1.1.4 aims to increase the available installation area of the PV solutions in the building renovations using
a roof level urban canopy structures as installation place for PV’s.

The PV panels will be set on a specifically designed structure, which enhances the
effective panel surface. In particular, the panels will be located above the roof level, in
order to avoid the existing HVAC systems, and the panels will protrude from roof surface,
which theoretically enables to have more PV surface than the actual roof surface.

The specific challenges of the innovation are:



to integrate the solution on roofs with an above-average production capacity. These roofs
already exist, hence encompasses geometry constraints. In order to guarantee the result, we
must provide a canopy on a clear roof allowing high-yield panels to optimize their
production;



to produce enough energy to supply PED consumption to achieve Positive Energy District
requirements.

Figure 55 - The planned visual layout PV integration of the urban canopies in Dijon

For the Buffon School, the challenge is to integrate 479 panels with productive capacity of 380 W per unit.
The expected production is up to 182 MWh / year in order to cover energy consumption not product by
renewable energy for the PEB 2. As the school is an existing building being renovated, the aim of the solution
is to enable significant production on a small roof area. To this end, the panels will be set on a protruding
structure, located above the existing HVAC installations.
For the Anjou School, the challenge is to integrate 320 panels with productive capacity of 380 W unit. The
expected production is up to 121 MWh / year in order to cover energy consumption not product by renewable
energy for the PEB 2. As the school is an existing building which has been renovated in 2014, the aim of the
solution is to produce a significant amount of energy on an already renovated roof. The specific challenge is
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to integrate the solution on roofs with an above-average production capacity. In order to guarantee the result,
we must provide a canopy on a clear roof allowing high-yield panels to optimize their production.
For the La Source Gymnasium, the challenge is to integrate 750 bifacial panels with productive capacity of 415
W unit. The expected production is up to 311 MWh / year in order to cover energy consumption not product
by renewable energy for the PEB 1. As the gymnasium is an existing building which has been renovated in
2015, the aim of the solution is to produce a lot of energy on an already renovated roof. The main challenge
risking the implementation is that the roof is managed in co-ownership. The installation has to have
authorizations from all owners. This issue will be further explored in the WP6.
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Appendix D. Innovative Elements (IEs) for IS 1.2 in Dijon
IS 1.2 has five Innovative Elements and a set of conventional refurbishment actions in the Dijon PED. The
summary table of the planned demonstration of the innovative elements and buildings in the PED is presented
in Appendix F.

IE 1.2.1 Ready2Services (R2S) Digital architecture and IE 1.2.2 Building Operating System (BOS)
The IE 1.2.1 and IE 1.2.2 aim to digitalise and centralise the building data. The challenges building operating
system (BOS) of partner Wittym is addressing are visualization of real-time data in an accurate twin model of
a building and accessing knowledge information and tools, to solve occupants' common issues such as energy
efficiency, failure detection, health care, and building maintenance.

A building operating system (BOS) acts as a platform of knowledge. It combines geometric
and semantic description of building elements from a BIM platform and real-time data
coming from the internet of things (IoT) to create knowledge, and to support building
occupants, and workers during the entire life cycle of the building.

Wittym Building Operating System (BOS) is a control system that accomplishes the following characteristics:
monitoring, controlling, remote controlling, remote monitoring, autonomous control, scalability, and the
facility to provide access and exploit data for the development of applications. The challenges Wittym BOS is
addressing are visualization of real-time data in an accurate twin model of a building and accessing knowledge
information and tools, to solve occupants' common issues such as energy efficiency, failure detection, health
care, and building maintenance.
Wittym BOS has a BIM web platform to visualize data from sensors and state of actuators in real-time with
high accuracy. Besides, we intend to support workers, building users, and operators during the entire life cycle
of the building (planning, construction, and maintenance), by providing access to two types of data:
Contextualized data and raw data. Our BOS has tools that allow the creation of applications to solve each
issue.
WITTYM proposition of a BOS is a controlling architecture that profits from geometric accuracy of Building
Information Modeling (BIM) to provide context to real time-series data coming from IoT devices. Besides our
architecture possess tools such as a semantic reasoner tool that enriches data to enable applications to solve
issues with knowledge rather than only information.
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Figure 56 - The planned apartment buildings (Franche Comte) in the Dijon PEB2 (PEB2_B1, PEB2_B2, PEB2_B3)

The challenges are to monitor in real-time three buildings (PEB2_B1, PEB2_B2, PEB2_B3) and 377 apartments
integrating different data (energy consumption, personal security, health care). More specifically, the
challenges in these buildings are: detection of building failures and fixing support; elderly care and accident
prevention; prevention of fire and water incidents or damage risk; prevention of bad ventilation damage in
the building; prevention of vandalism in houses accesses. The approach for each challenge will be as follows:



Detection of building failures and fixing support: The Wittym BOS counts with an APP to
detect building failures. It consists of reading contextualized data of IoT connected to
equipment of the building. For example, solar panels in a building would have IoT to
measure the flux of current of these panels. The applications access these data. Then it uses
the reasoner to infer a potential failure based on knowledge of the equipment location,
position, flux of current, and other factors environmental factors like humidity or
temperature of this area.



Eldery care and accident prevention: The Wittym BOS counts with an application to prevent
elderly accidents. It consists of extracting contextualized data to infer the possible age of the
occupants and their status. Sensors of occupancy, energy consumption and light usage,
provide data to the knowledge representation allowing the application to add patter rules to
infer a possible accident. Thanks to the geometric description of the building the location of
the occupant with these needs can be identified easily.
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Prevention of fire and water incidents or damage risk: The Wittym BOS counts with an
application dedicated to monitoring water flux and smoke detectors. The data of these
sensors are centralized in the knowledge representation. In this case, the application applies
a set of rules to detect a pattern that triggers an alert when anomalies are detected. In
Wittym BOS the application uses the reasoner and rule patterns over the knowledge
representation to determine whether or not the flux of water has been reduced/increased
based on their position. Thanks to the contextualized data these anomalies are easily
detectable and alarms can be trigger instantly.



Prevention of bad ventilation damage in the building: The data of sensors to measure the
quality of the air, and the humidity are used by the prevention application in Wittym BOS.
The application uses the knowledge representation and the reasoner to extract patterns in
data to point to normal behavior such as high constant humidity or air circulation loops. The
result of this operation can point out with high accuracy the spaces affected by this
anomalous behavior.



Prevention of vandalism in house accesses: Presence, water flux, and luminosity sensors
data are contextualized in Wittym BOS and used by an application to detect incoherence in
data sets. For instance, the presence of occupants, low light levels, and low flux of water
might reveal a potential theft.

The innovative part of Wittym BOS is to provide an accurate model to contextualize data, which combined
with our reasoner can support building occupants with knowledge. Our BOS architecture allows easy access
to data and the development of all types of applications that profit from tools.
The BOS architecture can be replicated at the local level to work locally in the building or parallel in a cloudlocal distributed architecture. The components of our demonstrator BOS are described below:



IoT management module: It is a subsystem that administrates IoT. This subsystem
administrates authentication, updating, configuration, and synchrony of devices. It is
composed of a MQTT broker that receives and transmits data and instructions.



Reasoner: It is an embedded tool in our virtual environment, that can be used by any of our
applications. Its objective is to enrich data according to application needs. In fact, it is a
semantic engine that works over a descriptive model (RDF representation) with defined rules
(defined by the application) to enrich data.



Data Store: It is a module that converges data from sensors and actuators and BIM, its
objective is to construct contextualize data. It consists of a relational database (SQL with row
data) and a knowledge base (Contextualized data).
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API module: It is an API that allows access to data for internal and external applications. We
use a swagger API server that performs SQL or SPARQL queries to the Data Store module.



Dedicated API: It is an API that takes contextualized data and display this data only into the
Wittym BIM platform.



Data compression/decompression: It is a tool to reduce redundant data in our architecture.
It is a python-based algorithm that compresses data to maximize space the data store
module.



Cloud application module: In this we display the 6-application developed on python
language that uses the reasoner tool in our BOS to solve occupants' issues. These
applications profit of the easy access to contextualized data.



WITTYM BIM server and web application. It is the BIM platform used to visualize data in
3D/2D digital model. It uses IFC files to generate a digital twin and provide the descriptive
model of the building (ontology).

Figure 57 - The Wittym cloud BOS diagram
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IE 1.2.3 Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled dynamic management of energy (ECO-TOUCH tool)
The IE 1.2.3 aims to predict the heating load of the building using Artificial Intelligence (AI) fed with the
presence and temperature information of the residents. Currently, predicting of the heat load and
opportunities for the peak shaving is difficult, if the occupant behaviour is not taken into account, which is
commonly lacking in the traditional heating control. The expected savings are 15% reduction in energy.

The innovation of this technology is in its artificial intelligence learning algorithm to
predict heating load in the building using variables such as temperature and periods of
presence, absence or sleep in the dwelling.

The challenge of the innovation concerns the management of energy and more particularly energy related to
heating. It is obvious that a control appropriate to the habits of life is very effective in terms of energy saving,
but it should be noted that the reduced temperatures are not or little applied in practice. If we position
ourselves at the scale of a building or a district, it becomes difficult to predict energy needs, and even more
complicated to optimize the use of energy without being able to act on the closer to the consumption point.
In our case, the item of consumption is housing.
The smart-home solution Eco-Touch by partner OGGA helps resolve the problem of heating system control in
households. It automatically sets a temperature desired by inhabitants while taking into account the thermal
inertia of the dwelling and its thermal losses. The Eco-Touch -tool learns tenants’ habits and thus can anticipate
energy needs up to 24 hours ahead. The innovation of this technology is in its artificial intelligence algorithm
that can learn the main variables such as temperature variables and the variable of periods of presence,
absence or sleep in the dwelling. The data collected by Eco-Touch allow to develop an algorithm to predict the
energy consumption levels of a building, to smooth energy consumption peaks, and to get information on
energy consumption distribution related to heating per dwelling.
Eco-Touch will be installed in each dwelling of Fontaine d’Ouche’s group of buildings (PEB2_B1 and PEB2_B2)
in PEB2. Each dwelling will be equipped with 1 Eco-Touch module, 1 temperature wall sensor, 1 wall switch
indicating periods of absence/presence and 1 smart thermostatic radiator valve on each radiator. All the EcoTouch modules will be connected to the buildings’ infrastructure via RJ45 connectors. This is necessary to
connect the devices to the BOS.
Devices use Wi-Fi network (open API), wireless and battery-free EnOcean technology (open radio protocol).
They are operational without the Internet (except for remote control). Autonomous functioning is possible
thanks to a Wi-Fi router integrated in Eco-Touch device. The devices included in the Eco-Touch solution:
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ECO-TOUCH Module: The main module of the smart home system, it contains the IA
algorithm that analyses energy consumption levels and behavior patterns of inhabitants to
anticipate needs in energy consumption.



WIRELESS AND BATTERY-FREE SWITCH: With the switch installed near the entrance, the
tenant can keep total control over the system. One action to inform the main module of an
inhabitant's absence or presence, and the accommodation is set to the Eco or Comfort
mode.



ADJUSTABLE WIRELESS TEMPERATURE SENSOR: The tenant can use it to manually set the
desired temperature at home.

Figure 58 - The technical specification of the Eco-Touch module of partner OGGA

Figure 59 - The wiring diagram of the Eco-Touch module
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Figure 60 - The features of the Eco-Touch tool by partner OGGA

The building owner (Grand Dijon Habitat) will inform the tenants about the installation of a heating control
system in their households. The data will be handled in groups of at least 10 dwellings, in order to guarantee
the anonymity of the data in order to comply with the GDPR. The building owner must inform the occupants
of the presence of an intelligent heating measurement and adaptation system, but without having to obtain
consent because no personal data is collected. The operating company in charge with the buildings’ heating
systems will have to ensure that the building meets the necessary technical requirements for an individual
heating control per dwelling, and will ensure the installation’s maintenance if needed. The installer has to be
informed of the installation process and testing practices to be applied in each dwelling to ensure that the
devices are fully operational.
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IE 1.2.4 Predictive home thermostats
The IE 1.2.4 aims to develop a user friendly thermostat, which is able to predict the energy bill of an apartment
and increase the real time cost awareness of the resident.

The innovation is based on the home thermostats with AI enabled predictive energy cost
estimation and on a simple user interface capabilities for user friendly access to heating
control.

The proposed innovation enables the end-user to access to a real time monitoring and action on his/her energy
bill by getting direct information feedback on the setup of his thermostat, with an estimation of the coming
cost based on the newly defined parameter. It relies on the modelling of the behaviour of the building based
on past measured consumption and prevision using Heating Degree Day statistics.
The innovation is targeted for the social housing residents who do not have access to energy or cost
monitoring; nor possibility of the modification of the heating set point. The fuel poverty is one of the stakes
to tackle using this approach for a better understanding on what matters in terms of behaviour and possibility
of mitigating energy intensity usage.

Figure 61 - An example of the planned user interface for the resident
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Technical specifications
The main part of the system is based on a Smart Home Controller; model ZIPATO with the following feature
to properly manage the data acquisition and action on the various systems.

Figure 62 - The Smart Home Controller of the predictive thermostat innovation

The thermostatic valve will be based on a model able to measure an approximate consumption for each
radiator and to control each room.

Figure 63 - The predictive home thermostatic valve

An non-intrusive energy meter will be used to calibrate the thermostatic valve with an ultrasonic Micronic
model ref:U 1000 MKII HM.
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Figure 64 - A non intrusive energy meter of Micronic for the calibration of the thermostatic valve

The domestic hot water meter will be based on the same ultrasonic technology but without temperature
sensor to measure the water consumption of the apartment.
Functional specifications:
The main function of the device will be to



Measure heating consumption;



Measure internal mean temperature of the flat;



Measure Sanitary Hot water consumption;



Measure electrical consumption;



Display Set point Temperature;



Display Measured Temperature;



Display Consumption by usage;



Display Cost by usage;



Propose alert/tips and nudge to reduce consumption.

Calculation methodology
The energy measurement data will be collected by the Zipato system and send to the cloud. A machine learning
platform managed by the BYCN Datalab will be trained and the results send back to the tablet interface with
the estimation of the cost remaining for the global consumption of the apartment.
This calculation will be handled for the domestic hot water consumption and electricity as well for a yearly
prediction.
The planned installation will be in the two PEB1 buildings (PEB1_B3, PEB1_B4) owned by Orvitis. A preliminary
positioning (In blue and rose) is proposed by Orvitis to implement Predictive thermostat as below:
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Figure 65 - The planned predictive thermostat installations of the two PEB1 buildings (PEB1_B3, PEB1_B4) by
apartment
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IE 1.2.5 Indoor air quality management system using smart probes
The IE 1.2.5 aims to develop an indoor environment solution, which enables better learning environment in
schools through increased indoor air quality for children using smart multi sensor probes to control the
ventilation and energy efficiency.

The innovation is based on a smart on demand ventilation control and measurements for
energy efficiency based on a multi sensor probe. The energy and ventilation control will be
based on physiological impacts and especially on cognitivity and health objectives to
enable good learning environment in a school.

The Smart On demand ventilation control for energy saving will be based on multi sensors (12 sensor per
probe). The ventilation control logic is based on physiological impacts and especially on cognitivity and health
objectives, which have an impact on the learning results of the students in school. The purpose of the
ventilation innovation is to enable a good learning environment in a school being the main priority and also
make this happen as energy efficient as possible.
The innovation is combined using solutions of two companies:



PANGA, with its BOS (BNOS Building Network Operating System.) The PANGA BOS integrates
the air quality sensors in school classrooms to provide air quality indicators to the PANGA
BOS system for HVAC control and optimization (see more in the next IE 1.2.6);



NanoSense, which delivers the multi sensor probes with its air quality measurement and
management solution.

Figure 66 - The NanoSense indoor air quality multi sensor (temperature, CO2, noise, particles etc.) probe
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The list of indoor air quality sensors mounted on the board of the probe are:



Indoor CO2 (ppm);



Volatile Organic Compounds VOC;



Indoor air temperature (°C);



Relative humidity RH%;



Peak and average noise (dB);



Barometric pressure;



Indoor lighting illuminance (Lux);



Light colour temperature (°K);



Inhalable particle measurements PM1, PM2.5, PM10 in µm scale.

Figure 67 - The NanoSense probe installation details
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The probes will be installed in the four buildings in the Dijon PED: Buffon school (PEB2_B4), Anjou school
(PEB2_B5), Colette school (PEB1_B5) and Sport centre (PEB1_B1).
The planned probe installation will be integrated in the already planned building retrofitting, hence:



Buffon School implementation between November 2021 and end of August 2022;



Colette school implementation Between January 2022 and end of August 2022;



Anjou school implenetation between July 2022 and August 2022;



Sport centre implementation between July 2022 and August 2022.

Figure 68 - The Buffons school IAQ probe plans
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Figure 69 - The Colette school IAQ probe plans
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Figure 70 - The Anjou school IAQ probe plans
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IE 1.2.6 Intelligent energy management system (PANGA tool)
The IE 1.2.6 is deeply connected in to the previous IE 1.2.5 bringing the smart IoT probes. The IoT environments
need a platform that handles the services and data flow. The main question in the development is how to
safely collect and host the data, and services needed for the optimization of the energy consumption, wellbeing and indoor air quality using AI, optimization and learning patterns in a multi sensor IoT environment.

The main objective will be to develop a BOS (Buildings Operating System), i.e. an
operating system for buildings and districts. The BOS federates all the data of a building
and offers applications to users. This involves developing interfacing solutions and
software modules to interface IoT protocols and to secure data.

Figure 71 - The PANGA Building Operating System (BOS) features
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The PANGA tool will be connected to the four buildings in the Dijon PED: Buffon school (PEB2_B4), Anjou
school (PEB2_B5), Colette school (PEB1_B5) and Sport centre (PEB1_B1). The planned setup of the IoT
platform parallel with the IE 1.2.5 will be integrated in the already planned building retrofitting, hence:



Buffon School implementation between November 2021 and end of August 2022;



Colette school implementation Between January 2022 and end of August 2022;



Anjou school implenetation between July 2022 and August 2022;



Sport centre implementation between July 2022 and August 2022.

The technical components needed for the IoT based indoor air quality control in the schools are:



Install one PANGA Security Concentrator Module (SCM) per building embarking one B-NOS
Licence in each building;



Connect PANGA BNOS (Building - Network Operating System) with NanoSense sensors by
API / Connector to load NanoSense Data and Dijon control panel exports. For more
information about NanoSense sensors, see IE 1.2.5.

The following paragraphs describe the expected features of PANGA tool and their relation to the use cases
and foreseen requirements to support the IoT based control of the indoor air quality control and the
operational energy efficiency in Dijon PED schools.
A) A solution (software + hardware) for dynamic control of energy management associated with Artificial
Intelligence (AI). The AI will carry out observations of occupant usage: contextualization of presence/absence
data, temperature settings crossed with weather and consumption data. The AI will have to progressively
build the real thermal model of the building (its behaviour) and propose control scenarios without altering in
any way the freedom of the occupants. This AI must be able to anticipate needs and integrate them in time
and space while respecting constraints, tariffs, weather, comfort, smart grid & storage options. It will control
all sensors/actuators and thus dynamically optimize energy consumption of the home/building. The software
will also provide the manager with analysed data and alerts to take immediate action to improve operation.
The objective is to be able to consolidate all the consumption states and needs at building level in order to
send the sub-station reliable and anonymous information on current and forecasted needs for each dwelling.
It should be possible to improve prediction and, with a comprehensive view of needs, to reduce uncertainties.
B) A mutualized interoperable Ready2Services (R2S) digital architecture that ensures the convergence of all
useful building data for all services and complies with the new Ready2Services (R2S) label. This architecture is
a physical Internet Protocol (IP) network that distributes all the connected objects in the building via switches
and gateways.
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All IoTs must be able to be sourced from different suppliers and must provide documented APIs (Automated
Program Interface) in order to develop new services. In order to ensure continuity and quality of service, the
architecture must be managed by a facility managers. The data collected will initially come from energyrelated equipment: radiators, automatic controllers for the substation, heating and domestic hot water
distribution pumps, energy meters, temperature and presence sensors, and household electrical
consumption. Secondly, thanks to this shared digital architecture we will be able to connect new applications
and/or IoT. Project owners (landlords for housing and the city of Dijon for other buildings) will be able to
introduce new services in an evolving manner, such as monitoring breakdowns and their treatment, improving
access control and the security of the building, and providing assistance to elderly people. This architecture
will be secure and compliant with the GDRP.
C) The implementation of a Building Operating System (BOS) which orchestrates and coordinates all the data
in real time from the building and groups of buildings. One of the primary functions is to check the consistency,
reliability and quality of the data: this is essential to guarantee the energy performance objectives and to
include these buildings in a local smart grid: it facilitates access to the data and communicates the energy
information to the local energy manager and the other data to the smart city On Dijon platform. This BOS
analyses the data at the heart of the network and also stores data locally (EDGE computing) to ensure
functional resilience and reduce the environmental impact of storage in data centres.
D) Air quality: for the school building, set up a quality control system thanks to the deployment of several
intelligent probes. These probes have an embedded algorithm which quantified the impact of CO2 (exhaled
air), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), particles (PM), temperature, noise, light intensity and proposed
scenarios for ventilation control scenarios to ensure the best possible air quality. (TRL 8 9)
E) Overall, RESPONSE proposes an assembly of these different innovations that must be strongly supported
and which raises numerous problems to be resolved. For this, the solution integrates a socio-technical support
approach:



Support in innovation engineering to design the overall architecture and the assembly of
solutions A), B), C) D) deployed in the various buildings.



Support in the management of the change of the actors (project owner, project manager,
operators, and users) and apprehend the consequences of the new digital technologies and
the training of the actors.



Sociological support for occupants and measurement of the level of appropriation of this
digital dimension and dynamic energy management. This approach will be articulated by
setting up workshops for the presentation and co-construction of the solution: operating
modes, the Man Machine interface and ergonomics. We plan to monitor the way in which
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the satisfaction of the occupants can be measured continuously through the application and
in a complementary manner through surveys and interviews.

IE 1.2.12 Conventional Retrofitting
IE 1.2.12 consists of own funded conventional technology to be demonstrated in the PED to reduce energy
demand of heating and water consumption in schools. The technologies include (1) thermal insulation of roof,
walls and floors, (2) window and door replacement with high efficiency systems and (3) HVAC optimization
(for both air quality and thermal regulation and heat saving). In order to build Positive Energy Blocks, the
energy consumption must be lower than the local energy production, which support the “energy efficiency
first” principle in the PED development. The current energy consumption mainly consists of building heating.
The reduction of heating needs is then a major lever. The following buildings with impact are listed below:



For Buffon school, 30 % energy (electricity + heat) consumption are expected due to
conventional retrofitting (334 MWh/year -> 257 MWh/year);



For Colette school, 25 % energy (electricity + heat) consumption are expected due to
conventional retrofitting (394 MWh/year -> 303 MWh/year).

Both schools will have following technical energy efficiency measures:



roof thermal insulation;



wall thermal insulation;



floor thermal insulation;



window and door replacement with high efficiency systems;



HVAC optimization (for both air quality and thermal regulation and heat saving).

On top of the technical measures, the indoor climate quality is emphasised in the school renovation. The
buildings will enable to both reduce energy consumption and improve thermal comfort of occupants. The
thermal retrofitting of these schools is integrated in the more general program of energy efficiency
improvement of public buildings in Dijon. The retrofit is linked with digital innovations in IEs 1.2.5 and 1.2.6.
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Figure 72 - The conventional reftrofit buildings in Dijon PED, Buffon school (upper row) and Colette school (below)
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Appendix E. Summary table of IEs and buildings in LHC Turku
PEB
Student Village in Turku
Cluster
(B4)

Cluster (B5)

TYS

TYS

TYS

4,220

9,950

3,821

12,067

2019

2011

2021

1971

2004-2008

Residential (255dw)

Mixed
(83dw)

Mixed (250dw)

Residential
(100dw)

Residential
(213 dw)

300

83

250

110

251

1,309,500

340,413

1,615,774

481,446

1,459,596

175,000

337,600

5,375,541

75,733

161,700

Aitiopaikka (B1)

Ikituuri
(B2)

Tyyssija
(B3)

Building owner

TYS

TYS

Floor Area (m2)

10,476

Name

Year of Construction/ Retrofit
Use Type
No of Occupants
Total Energy Needs (kWh/y)
RES Production (kWh/y)
Key innovative elements to be
demonstrated IS 1.1

IE1.1.5 DC coupled smart bifacial PV system with optimized racking system for
maximum bifacial yield (B3)

Key innovative elements to be
demonstrated IS 1.2

IE1.2.7 Nano coating 4-glazing panels windows (B4)
IE1.2.8 Novel high-performance ventilation system with high. eff heat recovery (B4)
IE1.2.9 Novel human thermal sensation control (B4)
IE1.2.10 Self-sufficient IoT thermostats (B4)
IE1.2.12 Conventional retrofitting (B4)
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Appendix F. Summary table of IEs and buildings in LHC Dijon
PEB1
Fontaine D’ouche District
Name
Building owner
Floor Area (m2)
Year of Construction/ Retrofit
Use Type
No of Occupants
Total Energy Needs (kWh/y)
RES Production (kWh/y)
Key innovative elements to be demonstrated
IS 1.1
Key innovative elements to be demonstrated
IS 1.2

Sports Center
Car park
Ile de France
(PEB1_B1)
(PEB1_B2)
(PEB1_B3)
CDD
CDD
ORVITIS
2,500
7,109
2013
2013
1968/2020
Tertiary
Tertiary
Residential (83dw)
256,000 visitors/y
191
272,175
4,725
750,710
311,000
144,000
150,000
IE1.1.1 Click&Go façade system coupled with coloured vertical PVs (B4)
IE1.1.2 Pergola with bifacial PVs with albedo boost (B1, B3)
IE1.1.3 BIPV Balustrades (B4)
IE1.1.4 Urban canopies protruding from roofs (B1)
IE1.2.4 Predictive home thermostats (B3,B4)
IE1.2.5 Indoor air quality management system using smart probes (P1)
IE1.2.6 Intelligent energy management system (PANGA tool) (P1)

Ile de France
(PEB1_B4)
ORVITIS
4,920
1968/2020
Residential (56dw)
129
419,552
36,000

Colette Schools
(PEB1_B5)
CDD
2,787
1973/2022
Tertiary
126
303,226
-

Car park
(PEB1_P1)
CDD
1973
Tertiary
127,000

Car park
(PEB1_P2)
CDD
2013
Tertiary
336,000

PEB2
Fontaine D’ouche District

Name
Building owner
Floor Area (m2)
Year of Construction/ Retrofit
Use Type
No of Occupants
Total Energy Needs (kWh/y)
RES Production (kWh/y)
Key innovative elements to be demonstrated
IS 1.1
Key innovative elements to be demonstrated
IS 1.2

Franche Comte
Franche Comte
Franche Comte Buffon School Anjou School Anjou car park
Building
Building
Building
(PEB2_B4)
(PEB2_B5)
(PEB2_P1)
(PEB2_B1)
(PEB2_B2)
(PEB2_B3)
GDH
GDH
GDH
CDD
CDD
CDD
3,421
5,029
3,289
2,364
2,820
1970/2021
1970/2021
1970/2021
1970/2022
1970/2022
1970
Residential (40dw) Residential (62dw)
Tertiary
Tertiary
Tertiary
92
143
101
212
194
361,942
532,068
347,318
257,203
306,816
70,000
70,000
12,000
182,000
121,000
130,000
IE1.1.2 Pergola with bifacial PVs with albedo boost (B1, B2)
IE1.1.3 BIPV Balustrades (B3)
IE1.1.4 Urban canopies protruding from roofs (B4,B5)
IE1.2.1 Ready2Services (R2S) Digital architecture & IE1.2.2 Building Operating System (BOS) (B1,B2,B3)
IE1.2.3 Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled dynamic management of energy (ECO-TOUCH tool) (B1,B2,B3)
IE1.2.5 Indoor air quality management system using smart probes (B4,B5)
IE1.2.6 Intelligent energy management system (PANGA tool) (B4,B5)

Franche Comte car
park
(PEB2_P2)
GDH
1970
Tertiary
250,000

Step stadium
(PEB2_P3)
CDD
1970
Tertiary
63,840
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